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'No deal
breakers'
in budget
versions

Deer Consequences
Literally wild
experience
malts day
at MES

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. 1c). t
leaders
Senate
and
House
Wednesday predicted re I at iv elv
quick agreement on a budget.
"There are no deal breakers."
House Speaker Jody Richards said
as negotiations resumed on budget
legislation.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo said the fate of a gubernatorial runoff primary election was the
single largest
point of disagreement bin
not an issue that
could cause an
absolute
impasse, unlike
.the failed negotiations of 2(X2.
The Senate's
version of the
budget eliminated $1 million
for the state's share of the cost of a
runoff. which would be triggered if
avofitre.st-place slate in the May 20 primary failed to get 40 percent of the

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
One day after a wayward deer wreaked
havoc and nearly stopped hearts at Murray
Elementary School, the campus was still
buzzing about the unexpected visit of the
four-legged creature.
In fact, the class that occupies the room
where the young doe smashed a window was
using yesterday to put the incident into
appropriate perspective when it comes to a
deer visiting school and used it as inspiration
for a class assignment.
"Yeah, they were using it for journal writing,and some of the things they came up with
were really neat," said MES teacher Carol
Chapman of Marcie Back's P3(second grade)
students. "You would see things like, 'Miss
Back called our tables quickly...1,2,3,4! And
we moved out of the classroom,' or, 'My
friends were crying, so I went and comforted
them.' Some of them were really good."
JOHN WRIGHTtedger & Times photo
The class even decided to name the doe,
BENT OUT OF SHAPE ... The fence surrounding the garden at Murray Elementary School still displayed the breach
fittingly, Crash.
continuous attempts to ram its way out of the garden Tuesday afternoon.
Those students were very glad when caused by a panic-stricken deer's
Murray Police Department officer Michael smashing through one of the windows to Wednesday as black plastic and a large piece thrust into areas Back's students would have
Robinson, who brought his daughter to Back's classroom after becoming panicked. of wood replaced the missing window, while occupied when the doe smashed the window.
Back saw the force of the deer's power
school Wednesday, was able to tell them that "So..I told them_that we indeed had not had to the fence was noticeably bent in spots.
Still, thoughts ot how serious this could firsthand. Just minutes after her class and at
the deer was released back to the wild after shoot the deer or tranquilize the deer."
being captured on the school's picnic deck at
Chapman said many students feared such have been did run through the minds of those least three others bordering the garden had
around 2:15 p.m. Tuesday.
a fate was in store for the doe after they wit- involved after Tuesday's incident. Several been evacuated, she watched the events
"I think some of the kids thought we had nessed it bleeding profusely, perhaps from -students were on the school's playground -unfold from a hallway.
"We had gotten the kids out of there, and I
to shoot it, because they had heard a lot of both cuts sustained by the window break and when the deer arrived on another part of the
loud bangs," said Robinson, explaining that from repeated attempts to ram a fence head campus, and, if not for quick action by MES
the loud bangs were caused bLthe deer's head first. Evidence of this was still visible officials, shards of glass could have been •See Page 2

Battle
of the
Budget

Senate Republicans- are pushing
separate legislation to repeal thc
runoff altogether. No runoff
has occurred in
decade
the
since it was
in
reinstated
Kentucky law.
Stumbo, DPrestonsburg,
said the House
wants to devote
Stumbo
money
more
than the Senate
to replacement
of dilapidated
schools.
The Senate's
budget included
$2.3 million for
debt service on
summer, but he
a $55 million
he
reiterated
bond issue to
will not ask the
the 13
replace
council to let his
Williams
rated
by
schools
teams continue
the Department
their work.
of Education as being in the wur••
Last Friday,
condition. The department classifie •
Blix said in a
_them
as "Category 5.7 schools. All
written report to
least 40 years old.
are
at
the council that
Stumbo
said there are at least 11)
Baghdad's disBlair
such schools that did not
12
more
or
armament
list. He said the
Senate
make
the
efforts were "very limited so far."
like
to
do them all. •
House
would
said
the
disWednesday
he
But
"If we could, in this budget de.
mantling of some of Iraq's Al
Samoud 2 missiles — .which inter-- completely eliminate all the
Category 5 schools in this state that
national experts say exceed a 93mile range limit set by the council at can be eliminated, we would have
the end of the 1991 Persian Gulf accomplished a great deal.- Stumbo
said after budget talks ended for the
War — "is the most spectacular and
the most important and tangible" night.
Richards, D-Bowling Green. said
evidence of "real disarmament."
the House also wants to include in
"Here weapons that can be used
the budget bill a mandate for school
in war are being destroyed in fairly
districts to give pay raises to certilarge quantities," Blix said.
Blix also highlighted Iraq's fied and classified employees-The
Senate's version provided the
handing over "of some documents
money but without a mandate.
that have not been found before"
Senate President David Williams.
and lists of people who participated
R-Burkesville. said it was "premain destroying chemical and biological weapons and Jong-range misture to identify_ anything that might
siles in 1991.
Or might notbe in the budget tight
"You have a greater measure of now."
cooperation on interviews- in generA budget is at issue because the
General Assembly -failed -tio enact
one in 2002.
MI See Page 2

Blix sees Iraqi compliance;
Britain readies amendment

JOE CAVARETTNAP Photo

MOVING OUT ... Members of the 99th Logistics Readiness
Squadron load an all-terrain vehicle into an Air Force C-5
Galaxy transport Wednesday at Nellis Air Force Base in Las
Vegas. About 80 members of the 66th and 58th Rescue
Squadrons were leaving early Thursday morning for Southwest
Asia.
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instead create divisions.
By The Associated Press
For many of the 15 council memUNITED NATIONS (AP) —
The chief U.N. weapons inspector bers. Friday's reports by Blix and
said Wednesday that Iraq was pro- Mohamed ElBaradei, the U.N.
viding "a great deal more of cooper- nuclear watchdog, will be a key facation now" with inspectors under tor in deciding whether to vote for a
threat of U.S. U.S.-backed resolution authorizing
military action war against Iraq.
The divided council is being
and he hoped it
was not too late pressured by Secretary-General
Kofi Annan to reach a compromise
to avoid war.
"If
war on efforts to strip Saddam Hussein
breaks out, of of banned weapons of mass destruccourse, I think tion. Annan insists war must be a
that it is a seri- last resort.
The United States, Britain and
ous failure for
the approach Spain want quick U.N. approval for
through inspec- war while France, Russia and
Blix
tion to disarma- Germany want inspectors to receive
ment," Hans Blix said two days more time to eliminate all of Iraq's
before delivering an important weapons of mass destruction. They
update on Iraq's cooperation to the warned Wednesday they would
block any U.N. authorization for
U.N. Security Council.
In a preview of that report, Blix military action.
said
diplomats
Council
painted a more positive picture of
Iraq's disarmament efforts than he Wednesday that Britain was prepardid a week ago, which will encour- ing an amendment that would
age those council nations seeking to extend the time for. inspections.
avoid a quick war and continue There was no immediate indication
whether that would be acceptable to
inspections.
Soon after, however, Secretary of the United States, which has
State Cohn Powell called inspec- 230,000-troops in the region prepartions futile and said Iraq's "too-lit- ing for a possible.war..
Blix said Wednesday he would
tie, too-late gestures are meant not
Just to deceive and delay action by .welcome the continuation of inspecthe international community" but tions and mapped out plans into the
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Powell plots two-day blitz to
win backing for using force
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (Al') — In a two-day diplomatic blitz. Secretary of State Colin Powell will
try to overcome U.N. resistance to using force to
disarm Iraq — warning that holding back would
'send a "terrible message" to tyrants everywhere.
He also warned again that if the U.N. Security
Council does not act, dr United States and its
coalition partners are prepared to disarm Iraq by
force and take responsibility for Iraq's future
- after a war.
In more intensified activity against Iraq, the
United States ordered two U.N.-based Iraqi
diplomats to leave the country and asked 60
countries to expel alleged Iraqi agents who could
attack American interests overseas.
The government has identified 300 Iraqis in
the 60 countries, said the U.S. officials, asking
not to be identified. Some are operating as diplomats out of Iraqi embassies, and foreign governments are expected to comply with the U.S.
request, the officials said.
During his fourth trip to the United Nations in
less than two months. Powell is scheduled Friday
to make what could be a final speech to the council urging approval of a U.S.-British-Spanish resolution supporting the use of force.
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similar charges. All are currently
lodged in the Calloway County Jail,
as are Young and Ingram.
Joseph Tidwell. 22, is currently
being held on $60,000 bond; Leroy
James Ezell, 29, currently has a
$55,000 bond in Calloway County:
Donald Devinney. 32, is being held
on $10,000 bond; and Shawn
Cannon, 19, who was already in jail
foi-- another charge, has a $10,000
bond for the new charges against
him.
During a search of Tidwell's residence Monday.45 marijuana plants
were found being grown under
lights in the attic.

FireLog

The following are events that
are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
•The annual City Council/Fiscal
Court/ Murray-Calloway County
Board of Commissioners meeting
will be held Tuesday, March 11, at
6 p.m. in the J. Stewart Poston
Center for Health and Wellness
gymnasium. The public is invited
to attend.

Murray Fire Department
•Three trucks and 22 firefighters responded to a report of a structure
fife at 1213 MerrbSe Drive at 6:07 p.m. Wednesday. The occupant of the
resident had the fire put out before firefighters arrived. An exhaust fan
was used to remove smoke from the residence
— Information gathered from reports.
logs and citations from respective agencies

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news onginated by.Murray Ledger & Times

From Front

Due to an editorial error, the last
two lines from an article on a county-wide youth obesity task force
was deleted from Wednesday's
Health page.
The final two sentences read as
follows:
"A Youth Obesity Task Force
has been convened to address this
issue. For more information on this
task force or learn more about what
you can do, call 762-1348."
The Ledger regrets the error.

just stood and watched it happen. I mean, that deer's head just went right
through that window and glass was everywhere," said Back. noting that her
students seemed to take things in stride despite the chaos.
"I thought they handled everything very well. This was quite an experience for them. I mean, you just don't expect something like this to happen
while you're at school."
Police officers are not accustomed to this type of thing, either, but for
MPD, this is not the first time they were called to handle a wayward deer
lost in a city. In fact, it happened just this past December when another.deer
smashed through a window and into a store before being removed by a
plethora of officers from different agencies, including Calloway County
Animal Control and the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
Those same agencies were on hand again Tuesday to assist MPD with
capturing the deer.
"All in all. it worked out pretty well," said MPD Capt. Eddie Rollins.
also among those to witness the deer's return to the wild at a wooded area
on the outskirts of the city. "The(KDFWR)officer-looked at her and it was
his opinion that the best thing was to go ahead and release her."
It also appears that the MES incident easily cOuld have been multiplied
Tuesday as other reports of deer sightings were received. Rollins said there
were reports of five that entered the city and that the one at MES had gotten separated from the others.
Four deer were reportedly in the McDonald's parking lot on South 12th
Street and two others were near Massey's Citgo soon after officers had
responded to MES. Later, another call was received that a-single deer was
in the parking lot to Murray State University's Regional Special Events
Center.
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step up efforts to cooperate sooner
and that a major military buildup
al," Bloc said, noting that seven sci- was needed to force those efforts.
entists have been interviewed pri"There is a great deal more of
vately inside Iraq.
cooperation now. The threat certainBlix also asked an Arab country, ly has brought it there. I hope it's
which he did not identify, to host not too late," he said.
inspectors and any Iraqi scientists
Blix said he still plans to present
who agree to be interviewed outside the Security Council later this
Iraq, but he has not yet received a month with a list of key remaining
response.
disarmament tasks that Iraq must
Cyprus is a possible location for answer, a requirement under the
interviews and several countries December 1999 U.N. .resolution
have offered asylum for any scien- establishing his inspection commistists wanting to leave Iraq, he added. sion.
Iraq also "took the initiative" to
As a prelude, he will give coundig up a site where it allegedly neu- cil members a memo Friday listing
tralized and buried 157 R-400 aerial 29 "clusters" of issues related to
bombs filled with biological agents Iraq's weapons programs that still
in 1991, he said, "and they are have outstanding questions, he said.
showing there are more bombs" The most important tasks that Iraq
than previous inspectors estab- must complete will be culled from
lished.
this list.
Blix said "it's a pity" Iraq did not

From Front
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WAR PROTEST ... Robert Hopt from Garfield High School stops
traffic in a crosswalk to protest a war with Iraq, at the Westlake
Center in Seattle, Wednesday.
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entire 20,000-strong air assault division is deploying in the region.
A greater fear is that Saddam
Hussein would use chemical or biological warheads on the Scuds. The
Soviet-designed missiles were modified by Iraq to travel hundreds of
miles. All of this tiny Gulf emirate is
within their range.
Under the U.S. warning system,
if a Scud is launched, satellite technology alerts U.S. commanders and
a pager tells Camp New Jersey to
turn on-the sirens. Soldiers would
have between four and 12 minutes
to put on a gas mask and move into
bunkers, said Capt, Pat Coctello,
from the diyision's air defense
artillery company.
"I don't want to hear them for the
first time when something hits the
fan," Costello said.
American Patriot anti-missile
batteries here would be triggered to
go after the Scud, Costello said.
Gulf War veterans at Camp New
Jersey recall responding to similar
sirens — and seeking cover from
some of the 40 Scuds Iraq fired at
troops, said Maj. Jon Randel, 37.
"If he fire3 one, it will be the
biggest deal because it could be
loaded with anthrax, smallpox. or
explosives." he said. Iraq used
chemical weapons on its own
minority Kurds in 1988, killing
thousands:
The Scuds in the Gulf War,
which Saddam also fired at Israel,
generally were not very accurate. It
is not known whether Iraq has been
able to improve the Scud's accuracy
as America has improved its Patriot
anti-missile batteries and early
warning detection system. "It's been
more than 10 years, so anything can
be improved," Savusa said.

•Deer ...
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U.S. Sec. of State Colin Powell
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By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
CAMP NEW JERSEY, Kuwait
(AP) — Sirens wailed across this
desert camp on Wednesday in a drill
to get troops of the 101st Airborne
Division ready to respond to a missile strike by Saddam Hussein's
forces.
"That's definitely going to wake
you up if you are sleeping," said
Sgt.. Renaldo Edmonds, 24, of
Portsmouth, Va. He sat outside his
tent heating a prepackaged chicken
salsa meal while the siren —
dubbed "The Big Voice" — blared
in the background.
Around the camp in the Kuwaiti
desert near the Iraqi border, soldiers
listened to the alarms that had been
explained to them — a steady wail
for an incoming Scud missile, a
series of short blasts for a nuclear,
biological or chemical attack, and
quickly varying pitches for a ground
attack.
In drills, they will be asked to put
on a gas mask and different suits,
depending on the threat being
rehearsed.
U.S. and British intelligence
reports have speculated that neighboring Iraq retains "up to a few
dozen" long-distance Scud missiles
like those used in the 1991 Gulf
War.
In 1991, an Iraqi Scud hit a barracks in Saudi Arabia, killing 28
U.S. soldiers and injuring scores in
a disaster blamed on lack of timely
warning.
"his is the only real threat that
we have right now," said Command
Sgt. Maj. luniasolua Savusa of the
101st Airborne division's 3rd
Brigade, 187th Regiment, which
recently moved into the camp. The

"We will not allow a resolution to pass that
authorizes resorting to force," French Foreign
Ministerpominique de Villepin said Wednesday
in Paris at a news conference with Foreign
Ministers Igor lvanov of Russia and Joschka
Fischer of Germany.
Either France or Russia could kill the resolution with a veto. Other council members normally allied with the United States have said more
time should be allowed for weapons inspections.
Powell said the inspections were futile, and that
Iraq's intelligence agency in late January had
taken chemical and biological agents "to areas far
away from Baghdad ..."

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Wednesday was Robert Young, no
Staff Writer
age or address given. Young was
Two more individuals were charged with engaging in organized
arrested Wednesday in connection crime, conspiracy to commit murwith an eight-month undercover der, first-degree conspiracy to traffic
operation conducted by the Murray in a controlled substance (meth),
Police Department and the Trconspiracy to manufacture meth and
County Drug Task Force.
three counts of first-degree traffickRobert Ingram, 24. Murray, was ing in a controlled substance.
picked up on Snow Road in
According to MPD Detective
Calloway County and was charged Capt. Eddie Rollins, another indiwith engaging in organized crime, vidual connected to the investigaconspiracy to commit murder, first- tion is already in jail in Wisconsin.
degree conspiracy to traffic in a con- Rollins said he would release further
trolled substance (methampheta- details concerning the arrests later
mine) and conspiracy to manufac- today.
ture methamphetamine.
Four individuals with Murray
Also arrested in Paducah addresses were arrested Monday on

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071 -1040

3 months
$20.25

In advance of the speech, Powell planned
meetings beginning late Thursday with the foreign ministers or ambassadors of all the nations
on the council.
Powell will speak Friday after chief U.N.
weapons inspector Hans Blix reports to the council on Iraq's cooperation in the search for illegal
chemical and biological weapons.
Calling Iraq's disclosures of a handful of missiles and other weapons information "too hale.
too late gestures," Powell said Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein still has not made a decision to
-disarm.
For the council to turn down the resolution and
depend on further inspections to disarm Iraq
would send a "terrible message" to tyrants who
seek to acquire weapons of mass deithittion,
Powell said in a speech Wednesday at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington.
"Divisions among us — and there are divisions among us — if these divisions continue,
will only convince Saddam Hussein that he is
right," Powell said.
With a vote on the resolution expected next
week, the foreign ministers of France, Germany
and Russia said they would block any attempt to
get U.N. approval for war with Iraq.

More arrests made with organized crime ties

MURRAY
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Whitfield to travel to Patient,
gain support to base resident
safety
troops in Turkey
focus of
week

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Republican gubernatorial candidate
Steve Nunn on Wednesday questioned whether the running mate of
opponent Ernie Fletcher meets residency requirements.
Though insisting he did not instigate the issue, Nunn said "it's a
question that the Republican Party
needs to-resolve-before the May primary."
Fletcher's campaign said Hunter
Bates, the slate's candidate for lieutenant governor, has always been a
Kentucky resident.
The Kentucky Constitution
requires a candidate for governor or
lieutenant governor to have been a
resident for the six years preceding
the election. A candidate's eligibility has to be challenged by lawsuit.
Nunn said he was "not planning on
filing any lawsuit at this time."
Bates is a native of Whitley
County. He spent five years as an
aide to U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
in Washington. Bates moved to
Goshen in Oldham County early last
year and managed McConnell's reelection campaign.
Whitley County Clerk Tom
Rains said Bates registered to vote
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Eligibility of
Fletcher's running
mate questioned

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

PROCLAIMATION ... Murray Mayor Tom Rushing puts his pen to a document proclaiming
March 9-15 as National Patient/Resident Safety Awareness Week in the City Council meeting
room of the Murray City Hall Tuesday afternoon. Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, seated to the right of Rushing, also signed the proclamation. Shown in the back row
are, from left, Gwen Pruitt, safety officer for Longterm Care at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital; Isaac Coe, president of MCCH; Mary Sue Hubbard, registered nurse and chairperson of the Patient/Resident Safety Committee at MCCH, and Kaye Clark, director of Home
Care for MCCH.
include a video and information are receiving and to have all of kind, personally or through a famibooths. Employees will also have their questions answered and their ly member. This data reinforces a
the opportunity to participate in concerns addressed. We are proud 1999 Institute of Medicine report,
which revealed that 44,000-98,000
fire extinguisher training and will to be involved in this effort."
Patient and Resident Safety deaths occur each year due to medreceive literature, reminders, and
even a small gift to remember safe- Awareness Week was launched last ical errors with an associated cost
year by PULSE (Persons United of $17429 billion.
ty awareness at MCCH.
NPSF was founded in 1996 by
Additionally, the Child Care Limiting Substandards and Errors)
American Medical Association,
the
Veterans
of
Department
the
and
Center at MCCH will focus on
safety issues with a display in the Affairs National Center for Patient CNA HealthPro. 3M.and contribuhospital. A proclamation will be Safety, both of which are collabo- tions from the Shering-Plough
signed at the Mayor's office to rating with NPSF on this year's Corporation. NPSF is an independent, nonprofit research and educaacknowledge the week and its event.
Last year's observance of tion organization. It is an unprecegoals.
"The purpose of Patient and Patient and Resident Safety dented partnership of health care
institutional
Resident Safety Awareness Week Awareness Week included partici- practitioners,
product
health
is to nurture a true partnership pation by a wide range of health- providers,
between patients, families and care groups, including prominent providers, health product manufachealthcare professionals in order to hospitals such as the Dana-Farber turers, researchers, legal advisors,
enhance patient and resident safety Cancer Institute in Boston and pro- patient/consumer advocates, reguand reduce the incidence of med- fessional organizations for doctors, lators, and policy makers commitical errors,- said Mary Sue nurses, and dentists such as the ted to making health care safer for
Hubbard, RN, Chairman of the Association of Perioperative patients and residents. Through
leadership, research support, and
Patient/Resident Safety Committee Registered Nurses.
Behind activities like Patient education, NPSF is committed to
at MCCH. "Everyone has an
and Resident Safety Awareness making patient/resident safety a
important role to play."
"One of the key points we will Week are disturbing estimates national priority.
For more information about the
try to make during the week is that about the number of deaths and
patients can and should participate injuries each year that are caused observance of Patient/Resident
as active, vital members of the by medical errors. New data just Safety Awareness Week, please
healthcare team," said Hubbard. released from The Commonwealth contact Mary Sue Hubbard, PCS
"It is the right of patients to be Fund indicate that an estimated P1 Coordinator, at 270-762-1391.
For more information about
actively engaged in their care — to 22.8 million people have experiNIPSF.
contact 312-464.5752.
sonic
of
error
medical
a
enced
they
treatment
the
fully understand

•

County,
Murray-Calloway
Hospital is sponsoring a variety of
activities, for both the community
and employees during the week of
- an of the-hospital's--- Much 9-1-S as p
observance of Patient/Resident
Safety Awareness Week, a national
initiative involving hospital and
healthcare . organizations throughout the United States:The theme of Patient and
Resident Safety Awareness Week
and
"Communication
is
Partnership: Safety starts with all
of us." The National Patient Safety
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
Foundation (NPSF). an independthe negotiations. After speaking
ent, nonprofit education and
with U.S. and Turkish officials, it is
research foundation headquartered
believed that a Congressional delein Chicago, is coordinating the
gation familiar with the political
national observance of Patient and
Resident Safety Awareness Week.
issues facing Turkey may be of
The goals of this week are to
assistance in obtaining a favorable
raise the level of awareness of
decision by the Turkish Parliament.
patient and resident safety and help
"Turkey is a key NATO ally and
reduce medical errors. To help
is an example to the Muslim world
achieve these goals, Murraythat a Western democracy is not
Calloway County Hospital has
incompatible with traditional
both community and employee
Islam." said Whitfield.
activities planned during the week.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital will be hosting a session
on "Preventing Medication Errors"
at the Center for Health &
Wellness Gym on Monday, March
10 from 4 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Karla
Keese, Director of Pharmacy at
MCCH, will discuss ways to
reduce medication errors in the
home, avoiding a possible visit to
the hospital. Ruth Pickens, pharmacist at the Medical Arts
Pharmacy at MCCH,will be on the
in his county in 1991. Bates voted
Breakfast Show at Martha's, which
by absentee ballot in 1998,1999 and
airs on WNBS network, to discuss
"Cleaning Out the Medicine
2000. He requested and was mailed
Cabinet." During the week, old
an absentee ballot in 1996, Rains
medicines, excluding narcotics,
said. Bates voted in Oldham County
can be brought to the Medical Arts
last year, Rains said.
Pharmacy to be destroyed.
Fletcher campaign manager
Literature and pocket medication
lists will be available for the comDaniel Groves accused Nunn of
munity at these events.
attacking Bates. Nunn said Bates'
Employees will have the oppOrresidency has been a topic of contunity to reinforce patient and resiversation around the Capitol, and it
dent safety awareness initiatives at
MCCH with an in-service during
was wrong for the Fletcher camthe week at both West View and
paign to single him out.
the hospital. The in-service will
"It's a question that the
Republican Party needs to resolve_
before the May primary, to clear this
up in order that the Democrats don't
use it against us in the fall," Nunn
said in an interview.

SIEARS
Where else?TM
Enjoy Hometown Convenience.
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WASHINGTON-Congressintw
Ed Whitfield announced Wednes&y
that he will travel to Turkey to meet
with a number of Turkish government leaders to discuss the ongoing
efforts to base U.S. troops in
Turkey.
With thousands of troops
deployed to the region from FPrt
Campbell, Whitfield. R-Ky., will
-travel to Turkey. on Thursday with
Congressman Robert _Wexler of
Florida. The Congressmen are
scheduled to meet with the Turkish
President. Prime Minister, Foreign
Minister, Speaker of the Parliament,
the Opposition party Leader as well
other Turkish officials.
"Our troops will be safer if they
have access to Turkish bases during
a possible war with Iraq," Whitfield
said. "Our military's first choice
would be the threat of an attack
from the north through Turkey and
from the south through Kuwait. It is
imperative that we eliminate any
additional obstacles and dangers
posed by a lengthy flight and troop
movement from Kuwait to northern
Iraqi positions."
Whitfield has met with numerous members of the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey in the past and
hopes to have a positive effect on

REFRIGERATORS• RANGES•DISHWASHERS•TRACTORS• MOWERS•TILLERS AND MORE
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Losing the
argument
Under the old rules of debate, a
spokesperson for one side of an
issue would state a position and the
opposing side
would state its
position.
Rebuttals and
surrebuttals
would follow.
The audience, or
a panel of
judges, would
then declare a
Cal's
Thoughts winner based on
By Cal Thomas which side betSyndicated
ter presented the
Columnist
facts.
Those days
are gone as feelings — not facts — are all that matter now.
Perhaps that is why the level of
invective directed at President Bush
has reached fever pitch. Each time
his opponents have raised the bar
for justifying war with Iraq, the
president has followed their advice.
When they raised it again, he met
their new requests. Does this earn
him points with his detractors? Far
from it.
The president was told by his
critics he should not act unilaterally. So he asked other nations to join
in a "coalition of the willing."
About three dozen have offered
either direct or indirect support.
Critics said the president should get
congressional approval. He did. He
was told he should take his case to
the United Nations. He did. There
have been 18 U.N. resolutions,
none of which have caused Saddam
Hussein to comply.
What does the president get for
doing what his critics have demanded? He is called names by those
unwilling to forcibly deprive a mass
murderer of his power to kill even
more people.
The foreign press, especially in
Britain, where hundreds of people
have complained to the BBC about
its one-sided, anti-American reporting, has been particularly brutal.
Many have called President Bush
outrageous names, apparently as a
substitute for sound arguments.
Having lost the battle of ideas,
the overseas press and increasingly
the American press have resorted to*
a game of who can say the most
disgraceful thing about the president. Because so many people form
their impressions from the way
"news "is delivered on TV, it is no
wonder the level of support for war
with Iraq has fallen.
Yet even in the midst of its criticism, the coalition of the unwilling

is reluctantly concluding that the
president's position on Saddani
Hussein is right. During an angry
attack on the president, columnist
Richard Cohen concedes, "It's not
that I don't think (President Bush)
is right about Saddam Hussein and,
if need be, the necessity to deal
with him through war."
Joe Klein, who regularly mocks
the president, says that war "may
well be the right decision." At the
conclusion of an essay filled with
snide remarks about the president
and his administration, Leon
Wieseltier of The New Republic
admits;"The war against Saddam
Hussein is just, and it is truly a last
resort."
The Nation — which is about as
left as you can get and still be on
the planet — carries this concession
by Eric Alterman: "I admit that the
beefed-up containment policy vis-avis Iraq, driven exclusively by the
Bush administration's obsession
with the issue, has been a smashing
success."
Newsweek's Jonathan Alter, who
like other liberals is more concerned with "tone" over substance,
You've keen the shows on telclaims the president's tone has been
evision; "America's Castles" on
"destructive to American interests,"
the A & E network; "Greatest
but then declares,"But I now supTrials of All times" for Court
port military action."
TV;"Country at Home" and
Bush critics hate it that he is
"Restore America" for Home
sure of himself and is not "conflictand Garden
ed" as they are. They detest his
Television.
"black vs. white," "righteous vs.
The
list goes
evildoers" view of the world. Klein
on
to
include
blasts the president because his
"Unsolved
faith "does not impel him to have
Mysteries" and
second thoUghts, to explore other
"America's
intellectual possibilities or question
Funniest
the possible consequences of his
People."
actions." Columnist E.J. Dionne
comes up with a new philosophy Out & About Did you
know that
"heroic ambivalence" — which he
Kentucky many of their
wants the president to embrace in
Style
shows were
the face of a grave and growing
By Gary P.
produced by a
threat to our nation.
West
little film proAmbivalence is not heroic.
duction comNeither is it leadership. The presipany in Bowling Green? Though
dent's liberal critics fear he will
Peridot Pictures may not be well
succeed, win a second term and
known to many Kentuckians, it's
then name conservative justices to
the Supreme Court. They know
a sure bet their work is.
Saddam Hussein is evil. But they
Dorian and Elaine Walker
see President Bush as a greater evil decided in 1993 it was time for
because he will deprive them of
a change in their lives. After
their 40-year pattern of using the
years of writing, directing and
courts to make law and change cul- producing film and television in
ture.
Los Angeles, the Walkers began
In their hearts, they know he's
exploring other areas of the
right about Saddam. But in their , country in which to live. It was
heads, they know the days of liberal a time in which their two childomination of the courts are comdren,9 and 11, were reaching an
ing to an end, almost as quickly as
age that as a family they wanted
Saddam Hussein's despotic regime. to pursue a change of lifestyle

Kentuckians by choice

OurReadersWrite
Dear Editor,
Once again, the fine people in the Tennessee Valley have responded to a
call for help.
When the Red Cross quarantined thousands of units of blood until an
unusual clumping of platelets was explained, the call went out to replace
the units of generously donated blood. All across the 84 counties of the
Tennessee Valley Blood Services Region, donors visited blood drives.
Because of generous donors, no patients suffered as a result of the quarantine.
•
- . The need for blood is constant.. Blood is a precious resource that is
.available only through the health and time of those who will stop and
•
share. We thank all the donors who.respond time and.again,
, •
To celebrate March as Red Cross Month, we invite others who have
never tried blood donation to take the time to save lives. Call 1-800-GIVELIFE to find a drive near you. The patients, and you, will feel better.
Patricia A. Callicoat
Chief Executive Officer
American Red CrossTennessee Valley Blood Services Region
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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thought about moving here until
they "discovered" Bowling
Green. After moving to Bowling
Green, the Walkers located their
Peridot Picture Corporation in a
beautiful historic home on State
Street, only a few blocks from
downtown's Fountain Square
Park.
Several times now, the
Walkers and Peridot Pictures
have taken Bowling Green back
in time.There was the re-enactment of the famous Dr. Sam
Sheppard case that converted
Bowling Green into a 1950s
Cleveland, Ohio. Then the town
resembled a 1920s San
Francisco, and a 1930s Al
Capone influenced Chicago.
Whatever Bowling Green needs
to be for a particular production,
the Walkers make it happen.
Their little company is now
producing more national television programming than any
other production house in
Kentucky. A & E Network
approached the Walkers a few
years ago to do a series showcasing America's finest historic
architecture. Missing from the
list was Kentucky. Because of
their research, the Walkers knew
that Kentucky had the oldest
Governor's Mansion in continuous use in the United States. A
& E officials were made aware,
but still allow them to grow and and Kentucky's Governor's
continue their lifetime interest in Mansion was a featured piece.
film.
Just before last year's Run for
The search was on. Because
the Roses, they completed a
of the nature of their business,
Travel Channel show called
Dorian and Elaine were able to
"Secrets of the Kentucky
visit several cities and towns
Derby." If you didn't know betthroughout the country. Being
ter, you might think they have
realistic, however, Bowling
lived in Kentucky all their lives.
Green was not a place the
The passion and excitement
Walkers would randomly pick as they generate for such things as
their new place to.live.. •
historic downtown, the depot
"I didn't really know much
restoration, operation PRIDE,
about Kentucky, particularly
and the historic railway commitBowling Green," Dorian
tee is contagious. Elaine
recalled: "I came here while
explains it like this: "There's a
working on 'America's Funniest personal connection with what
People,' and immediately knew
we do. It's a personal relationthere was something special
ship and it affects the lives of
here. 1 just fell in love with the
our family. We see what we do
people and place."
making a difference."
Dorian looked around
The Walkers think that if they
Bowling Green and couldn't
lived in a larger city their efforts
wait to tell his wife. "I've found
to be involved might be lost.
it! This is the place!" he excitPeridot Pictures had a national
edly told Elaine back in L.A.
.reputation before moving to
The truth is Dorian did have
Bowling Green, but quickly othsome link to Kentucky. His dad ers throughout Kentucky began
grew up in Falls cf Rough: Ky., to take notice.They created and
but left at the age of 18. The
produced for television an antiWalkers had heard stories about
litter campaign featuring nationKentucky but really hadn't
ally-known music stars from
4

Dorian and Elaine Walker
Kentucky. Elaine produced
noted. The Civil War drama was
"Women of Kentucky: Our
written and directed by Dorian
Legacy, Our Future" for KET in and co-produced with Elaine.
conjunction with the Kentucky
"We invested all of our
Commission on Women, and the resources and all of our time for
Department of Education.
four months," Elaine explained.
There have been others:
"The community really support"Beauty of the Southland" pored our efforts with food, costrayed the history of the L&N
tumes, locations, transportation,
Railroad as it related to the
and housing for-the hundreds of
depot in Bowling Green. This
re-enactors from more than six
documentary went a long way in states."
drawing attention to the historic
"The Greatest Adventure" utivalue of the depot and why it
lized as much Kentucky talent
was worth preserving. Other
as possible, and according to the
local and Kentucky productions
Walkers there's quite a bit, not
of note are a one hour documen- just around Bowling Green, but
tary of Bowling Green-Warren
also across the state. The film
County's Bicentennial celebraaebuted first at the Sarasota
tion in 1997, and in 2001 the
Film Festival last March and
Kentucky Association of
then the Houston Film Festival
Convention and Visitors
in April. They are hopeful the
Bureaus selected Peridot
film will be picked up for
Pictures to produce a tourism
release.
economic impact video featurIn 1997, Duncan McKenzie, a
ing Byron Crawford.
writer and producer with local
• The Walkers, in 2000, began
family ties, joined Peridot
preparation for the most ambiPictures. Living and working in
tious project they have ever
New York for several years has
undertaken, a full length motion allowed him to give another set
picture. "The Greatest
of eyes in working alongside the
Adventures of My Life" tells the Walkers.
story of a young Kentucky
Peridot has garnered major
drummer during the civil War
awards for their efforts, includwho attempts to meet up with
ing two Emmy nominations, top
his home-town unit; the 13th
awards at the American Film
Kentucky Infantry.
and Video Festival, CINE
The drummer boy is actually
Golden Eagles, Cindy and Angel
based on three real-life
Awards. They have also created
Kentucky drummers, Johnny
projects that have been develClem, William Horsefill and Asa oped or optioned by the Walt
Lewis. In fact, Horsefill is one
Disney Company, The Family
of the youngest Kentuckians to
Channel, Dick Clark
ever win the Congressional
Productions, and Welk
Medal of Honor. The movie
Entprtainment.
began production in Spring of
The Walkers leave little doubt •
2000 and was completed in
that their roots are now in
spring of 2001.
Kentucky. They are here to
"This is a Kentucky story,
stay. They were armed with,a
filmed in Kentucky, by a
dream that made them
Kentucky company," Dorian
Kentuckians by choice.
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Hancel (Hans) C. Gill
Hancel (Hans) C. Gill, 86, Frizzell Loop, Benton, died Tuesday.
March 4. 2003, at his home.
A retired supervisor for Keller Crescent. Evansville, Ind., he was a
• member of Graphics Arts Local 0195. A World War II veteran, he
. received the Asiatic-Pacific Theater Ribbon, Good Conduct Medal and
' Victory Medal.
Mr. Gill served as a board member of Marshall County Need Line, and
was a member of St. Henry Catholic Church, Aurora, Purchase Arep
Development. Marshall County Senior Citizens, West Kentucky Allied
Services and Knights of Columbus *11453.
Preceding him in death were two brothers, Gordon and Paul Gill. He
was the son of the late Augustus Gill and Fannie Collins Gill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Catherine Gill; two daughters, Mrs.
Rita Austin, Tyjaros, N.M., and Mrs. Denise Sufarna, Wildwood. III.; one
son, Hance! Gill Jr., Libertyville, Ill.; two brothers, Gus Gill, Dayton,
Ohio, William Gill, East Peoria, Ill.; five grandchildren, Jim. Richard and
Dan Webb and Michael and John Smith; six great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild: several nieces and nephews.
The funeral mass will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at St. Henry Catholic
Church, Aurora. The Rev. Richard Cash and Monsignor George Hancock
will officiate. Burial will follow in the St. Henry Cemetery. Aurora.
Visitation will be al Col-liet- Funeral Home, -Benton, after- 5 p.m.Friday. Prayer service will be at 7 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Henry Catholic Church
Building Fund, 16097 US Hwy. 68 E. Hardin, KY 42048.
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Graveside services for Mrs. Lucille Herndon Kimbro will- be today
(Thursday) at noon at Elm Grove Cemetery, Murray. Visitation will be at
Elm Grove Baptist Church today (Thursday)from 10 a.m. until the serv•
ice.
Miller-Schapmire Funeral Home, Hartford, is in 'charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympak.may be made to The Salvation Army, 215
Ewing"Rd., Owensboro, KY 42301. or Gideons International, P.O. Box
401, Hartford, KY 42347.
Mrs. Kimbro, 94, Hartford, died Monday, March 3, 2003, at
Professional Care Health & Rehabilitation, Hartford.
Her husband, John Dewey Kimbro, died in 1985, and one grandson,
Randy Woods, died in 1958. Born Aug. 25, 1908, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late Thomas Wesley Herndon and Mary
Vestor Witty Herndon.
Mrs. Kimbro, a homemaker, was a member of Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray.
Survivors include ,three daughters, Mrs. Beverly Woods, Columbia,
Tenn., Mrs. Donna Bohannon, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Zane
Daugherty. Beaver Dam; one son, Gerald Kimbro, Hickman; eight grandchildren; eight stepgrandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; 18 stepgreatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Shirley Ann West

Memorial services for Thomas Mack Staples Sr. v.ilI be Saturday at 2
p.m. at Palmersville Baptist Church. Palmersville, Tenn. The Rev. Keith
Dublin will officiate. Burial will follow in the Matheny Grove Cemetery.
Dresden. Tenn.
Byrn. Funeral Home Mayfield. is in charge of _arrangements, but no
_
visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Staples Sr., 64, Cuba community. Graves County. died Monday.
March 3.2003. at 3:15 p.m. in a fire at his home.
His wife, Judith Elaine Cole Staples, and one grandson, Ricky Estes.
Jr.. both preceded him in death: He wat the son of-the late Harry Staples
and Thelma Staples Andrews.
Survivors include eight daughters, Mrs. Primativa Elaine Lamberson.
Murray, Mrs. Melinda Dawn Castillo, Mrs. Anissa Garnett Jane Catarina
and Ms. Brandy Staples, all of Mayfield, Mrs. Novena Marssa Cherry.
Dearborn. Mich.. Mrs. Laurinda Octavia Edwards. Lynnville, Mrs
Lawonna Armenthia Clark,()Teflon, Mo., and Mrs. Anya Tamara Anise
Wheeler, Springfield. Mo.; five sons, Illya Edward Moss Staples, Ian
Shawn Staples and Michael Joel Staples. all of Mayfield. Thomas M
Staples Jr.. Palmersville, Tenn.. and Mark Garrison Patrick-Staples, Cuba.
three sisters, Mrs. Naomi Rus-sell, Granite City. III., Mrs. Wanda Hager.
St. Louis. Mo., and Ms. Veronica_Jo Staples; one brother, Steve AndreWs,
Cahokia. 111.; one aunt. Mrs. Opal Nell. Patterson, Mo.; 37 grandchildren;
six great-grandchildren.

NASA managers, experts on
shuttle headline first public
hearing on Columbia accident

The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Ann West will be today (Thursday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Brett Miles
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Jerry Gray, Albert McClain, Joe Bradley,
Shannon Bradley. Bill Barber and Don Coffer. Honorary pallbearers will
be her five grandchildren. Burial will follow in the Poyners Chapel
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
- Mrs: West,67. Winge, died-Monday, March 3, 2003, at 10:55 p.m. at
Hie hearing is the first ot
HOUSTON (AP) --- An engiJackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
neer whose team of experts found series called by retired Adm
Her husband, James A. West, and one brother, Marshall Calloway, flaws in the safety and operations Harold Gehman. the accident
both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Earl Page and of the space shuttle program was investigation board chairman.
Lorena Staples Tynes.
among four witnesses called to Gehman said the board would
Chester J. Woodcock
Mrs. West was a retired employee of the former Curlee Clothing testify at the first public hearing of have public hearings twice a week
Memorial services for Chester J. Woodcock will be Saturday at 2 p.m. Company, Mayfield.
the Columbia accident investiga- for two out of every three weeks
at the Community Center on Superman Square, Metropolis, Ill.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Kay Travis and husband, tion board.
until the probe is concluded..
Visitation will be at the center from 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Ricky, Murray, and Mrs. Gail Langston and husband. David, and Mrs.
Shuttle program Ron Dittemore
former
the
McDonald,
Henry
arrangements.
of
charge
in
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is
and husband, Bobby, all of Mayfield; one son, Edward _head of_the A_Mes_Research Center, also has been called as witness
Langston
Deidre
Mr. Woodcock, 69, Metropolis, Ill., formerly of Largo, Fla., died E. West, Hickory; one sister, Mrs. Dianne Gray, Mayfield; two brothers,
was expected to speak today about before the board. Dittemore
Tuesday. March 4, 2003, at 6:08 p.m. at Southgate Health Care Center.
Ala.. and Milton (PeeWee) Page, Mayfield; five his team's 2000 report conclusions became a well-known figure while
Piedmont,
Page,
Wilton
His wife, Barbara Woodcock, twin brother. Charles Woodcock, and
grandchildren. Richie Travis, Rebekah Travis, Jessica Hamilton, Joshua
cuts had giving daily televised news consister, Ruth East, all preceded him in death. Born March 22, 1933, he was Hamilton and Danielle Langston; special friend, Jim B. Burnett, that budget and staffing
too ferences during the first week folover
turn
to
NASA
forced
the son of the late John Earl Woodcock and Julia Woodcock.
Tenn.
Dukedom,
lowing the Feb. I Columbia accioutto
oversight
safety
its
of
much
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Peggy Lewis and husband.
dent. His appearances stopped
safety
that
and
contractors
side
Mrs.
and
Ill.,
Charles, and Mrs. Deborah Hillyard, all of Metropolis,
Craig
C.
John
when the Gehman board took conschedule
by
superseded
being
was
grandchildren.
seven
Ind.;
Vincennes.
Elder.
Barbara
The funeral for John C. Craig will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of and cost-cutting.
trol of the investigation.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Grove
Jefferson Davis Howell Jr.. a
In the report by McDonald and
Ms. Martha Williams
Benton..
Cemetery.
pilot in Vietnam who
combat
more
far
said
experts
the
team,
his
Ms. Martha Williams. 52, a resident of Oakview Nursing and
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
a Marine lieutenant genas
retired
preparing
in
jobs
the
of
half
than
5,
March
Wednesday.
Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City. died there
Mr. Craig, 88, Oak Grove Circle, Benton, died Tuesday, March 4, shuttles for launch and monitoring eral and is now the director of the
2003, at 6:19 a.m.
2003, at 11:25 a.m. at Oakview Manor Healthcare Center, Calvert City.
the missions are performed by Johnson Space Center. also was to
A member of First United Methodist Church, Benton, she attended the
Mich.
Trenton,
Corp.,
Chrysler
from
testify.
retired
was
he
pipefitter,
A
contractors.
Easter Seal Center, Paducah. She was a member of the original class of
Louise Craig. one grandchild, Joseph Wysocki, and
Garcia
wife,
His
Willis
of
resident
first
the
was
and
School
Marshall County Exceptional
two sisters all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Lewis N.
Green Group Home.
Crouch Craig.
One brother, Charles Harold Williams, preceded her in death. She was Craig and Nellie
two daughters, Mrs. Janice Henson and husband.
include
Survivors
Williams.
Brien
Erlene
the daughter of the late Howard H. Williams and
Judith Wysocki and husband, Craig, Ypsilanti.
Mrs.
and
Benton,
Craig.
Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Janis Fooks, Benton, and one brothCraig. Spring Lake. Mich.; four grandchilThomas
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has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
1 the Bethlehem Cemetery, Benton.
We also provide insurance for:
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
• Health
Automobiles
•
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Marshall
to
made
be
may
Expressions of sympathy
Investments Since 1854.
• Life
• Homeowners
Exceptional Children.. 198 Old Symsonia Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
•Longterm Care
•Commercial
Prices as of 9 a m
• Workers Compensation • Disability Income
sionomos
• Medicare Supplements
• Bonds
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The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Mae Walker was
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and read this.'

Stock Market Report

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
n-97
.r
4
gir°11

5115.95'
(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

•Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock •
inc • price unchanged
Additional Information
Upon Request

Available

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-1366

Attv
HUARD
LADNS
SiNCE 18S4

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B HIiiard W L Lyons Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY,
INCORPORATED

oazei Baptist churek
presents

We Service:

The Florida Boys
Thursday,
March 6
at
7 p.m.
A love offering
will be taken.
(The Perrys concert has
been rescheduled for
7 p.m. July 10)
Tim Cole - Pastor

802 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
Your full service company for all residential
and commercial IIVACR needs.

Mark Paschall - Music

301 Gilbert Street•492-8664

9frector

'Boilers
•Chillers
'Heat Pumps
•Geo Thermals
'Gas Furnaces
•Gas Packs
*Vented Gas Logs

'Humidifiers
'Coolers
'Freezers
'Restaurant Equipment
*Marine Air Units
*Air Cleaners
•Ice Machines

WE NOW OFFER AIR DUCT CLEANING
We stock a full line of parts.
Our trained service technicians are
qualified to solve all your service needs.
Contact us & mention this ad thru March 12 for
$10.00 Off Winter Maintenance Service Call
We offer same day and 24 hour service.

Contact us at 270-753-8181
Fax 270-753-2130
Kerry Erwin • Service Manager
Jennifer Underwood • Service Coordinator
Email: rtcjennOmurray-ky.net
A Certified Trane and Lennox Dealer
License *M00155

Kindergarten/Pi
REGISTRATION
Tuesday, March 11, 6-7:15 p.m.
Children must befive years old
on or before October 1, 2003.
Please pick up registration packets from MES during school

hours before March ii. - Bring the completed packet to registration along with a copy of
the child's birth certificate, social security number. immuni7ation record (on a Kentucky immunization certificate) ...and
child.

Scavenger Hunt for New Students
We'll send children (parents too!) on a scavenger-bunt through
the Pi classrooms so that They can meet the teachers and explore
their new school. We want them to look forward to coming to
school in August!

Murray Preschool/Head Start students
should bring the completed packet to registration but do not
need to bring any items with them.
Parents who are not able to pick up the reyistration
packet may fill out the information at registration.
Parents who cannot attend registration on March ii
are_aske.d.tagoatact.t.bg.SaciPLAlfice tit -53-502g.
- •

II Tradition of Excellence
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Youth Sports Association
plans special activities
Murray Youth Sports Association will offer an
additional open sign-up day for the 2003 baseball
and softball season on Saturday, March 8, from 9
a.m. to I p.m. outside the north entrance of Murray
Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Sign-ups are also being accepted through Friday
of this week at the Murray-Calloway County Parks
office on Payne Street.
On Sunday, March 9, t 2 p.m. the YSA board of
directors will meet in the meeting room of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce. The pubJo's
lic is invited.
Datebook
For further information visit Murray YSA's new
By Jo Burkeen website at www.eteamz.com/ysa or contact the park
Community
office at 762-0325 or Tab Brockman, YSA president
Editor
at 767-8326.

Photo provided

Photo provided

DELTA MEETING...Alice Koenecke, left, and Edna McKinney
were hostesses for the February meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

KAPPA MEETING...Serving as hostesses for the February
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were, from left, Sheree Story, Dianne Curtis, Cathy
Mathis, Marlene Newell and Margaret Yuill.

Ragsdale-speaker at meeting
Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social
worker at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, presented a program about
"Living Wills" at the February
meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held at
the club house.
Ragsdale explained the process
of writing a living will in Kentucky,
She also reviewed how Kentucky
law recognizes each person's right
to make choices about using
mechanical technologies and treatments to prolong life.
The speaker said "Kentucky residents wishing to have a living .rill
are encouraged to complete a Living
Will Directive (also. known as an
IA complete
_Advance fire
copy of the Kentucky Living Will
Directive Act (Senate Bill No. 311)
is kept in the Hospice office of the
hospital here."
Hostesses for the meeting were
and
Edna
Alice
Koenecke
McKinney.
The department will meet

Soccer Uniform Swap Saturday
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will sponsor a soccer uniform swap during the first three practice Saturdays on March 8, 15 and 22
from 10 a.m. to noon at the new pavilion beside the concession stand at Bee
Creek.Every-b-lie is in-Vifed to bring by old uniforms, cleats and shin guards
to trade or give for someone else. For more information log on to
www.beecreek.org <http://www.beecreek.org/>.

Diabetes Health Day planned
In recognition of Diabetes Alert
Awareness Day, the Center for
Diabetes at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, will host a
Diabetes Health Day on Tuesday,
March 25 from 8 to 11:30 a.m. at
the Center for Health_ and Wellness.
At the event, the Center for
Diabetes will offer free screenings
during including blood glucose,
blood pressure, and monofilament
foot assessments. Those participating in the blood glucose testing
must fast or not eat anything two
hours before taking the test.

Medicare participants will be fitted for Medicare-approved therapeutic shoes, if desired, and will be
given a Freestyle blood glucose
meter.
Several educational booths will
be at the event and two Certified
Diabetes Educators will be on hand
to answer questions regarding diabetes.
The Center for Health &
Wellness is located at 716 Poplar
St., Murray. For more information,
contact the Center for Diabetes at
762-1806.

Mother to Mother on Friday
Mother to Mother, a support group for hreastfeeding moms, will meet
Friday, March 7, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library, 710
Main St. Murray. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant
moms(and dads)as well as former breastfeeding moms of any age are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., at 759-4746.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet tonight
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
March 6, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

WOW youth event on Saturday.
Woodmen of the World will sponsor a youth activity and pizza party on
Saturday, March 8, from 11 a.m. to I p.m. at Gattiland, U.S. Hwy. 68,
Dreaffenville. To register for the event call 753-4377.

ServiceNew

Cindy Ragsdale
Wednesday, March 12, at 2 p.m. at
the club house with Susan O'Neill
as hostess. Janeen Winters will present a program on "Continuing
Education Opportunities at Murray
State University."

VITA tax advice provided on Friday
VITA, the volunteer income tax assistance program, sponsored by
Murray State University Accounting Department and Beta Alpha Psi will
offer help with basic income tax returns on Friday, March 7, from noon to
4 p.m. in the business building, room 353 by volunteers trained by the
International Revenue Service. For information call 762-4193.

Birth

Free tax help available Friday
_

Zachary Preston
Orange
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony (Shane)
Orange of 117 South 10th St., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Zachary
Preston Orange, born on Thursday,
Jan. 23, 2003, at 8:05 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
and measured 21 1/4 inches. The
mother is the former Shanna
Norsworthy. A sister is Mackensie
Grace Orange. .
Grandparents are Owen and Linda
Norsworthy of Murray, Troy and
Retha Jones of Gilbertsville and Bob
and Pannie Orange of Cunningham.
Nell
Great-grandparents 'are
Norsworthy and the late Reldon Zachary Preston Orange
Norsworthy of Murray, Laverne
Owens and the late Cecil Owens of Mayfield. and Pauline Dillon, also of
Mayfield.

Klikaoravsf.

EVENT
CALENDAR

Schedule Your Next Birthday Party With Us
Wednesday: After School Special(2-5:30 p.m.)
Thursday: Mommy & Me Half.Price Studio Fee For Kids) Friday: Date Night
Paint your own pottery studio

KIDZ NIGHT OUT
MARCH 7 and APRIL 4
305 N. 12th Street • University Plaza • Next to KFC
www.personalizedpots.com

•yr

;11!

Free tax help for seniors in preparing their income tax forms will be
available Friday, March 7, at the Calloway County Public Library by
AARP. Walk-in-only tax help will be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each
Friday through April 11 for middle and low income taxpayers with special
attention to those age 60 or older. For more information call 753-6001.

Lincoln Day Dinner on Saturday

Photo provided

COMMISSIONING...Ronnie E. Nash, right, was commissioned
as a second lieutenant in the Nurse Corps of the U.S. Air Force
with Capt. Bill Minton performing the ceremony.

Nash receives his appointment
Ronnie E. Nash received his
appointment by the United States
President as a second lieutenant in
the Nurse Corps of the United States
Air Force.
Capt. Bill Minton, flight commander officer and a registered
nurse in the Air Force, performed
the commissioning ceremony on
Feb. 28 in Clarksville, Tenn.
Pinning on his rank after he had
taken the oath to serve in the USAF
were his wife, Margaret Nash of

Murray, and his mother, Mary Ezell
of Cadiz. His father is the late
Gibson Green Nash.
Present for the ceremony were
his family members and friends.
Greg and April Roberts, Kerrie
Devine and Saul Merejo.
In April, Lt. Nash will attend a
e-ommissioned officer training
course at. Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama. Later he will be stationed
as a critical care nurse specialist at
Biloxi, Miss.

LEE Jewelry Artisans
Dixieland Center
1304-F Chestnut St.
Murray. KY 42071

"Where()bur Ideas'Turn 'To Gold"
J.T. Lee

270-759-1141

The Jackson Purchase Republican Party will sponsor its Lincoln Day
Dinner on Saturday, March 8, at 6:30 p.m. at the banquet room #2 of
Murray State University Curris Center. The buffet supper will be $20 a persOli -and reservations must be purchased in advance:-For-inform-ation or
reservations call Jackie Oliver at 759-4748 or e-mail jlo@apex.net or brandall53@mchsi.com.

Teacher award applications available
Wal-Mart is now accepting applications for its annual "Teacher of the
Year" award. This award is designed to recognize teachers who have gone
above and beyond normal expectations. Applications are available at the
Wal-Mart customer service desk. Applications must be returned no later
than Friday, March 7. The winner will receive a $500 grant made payable
to the school where he or she teaches.

Christian Essence Group at Glory Bound
The Christian Essence Group from Dexter will he teatured at the Glory
Bound Entertainment tonight, March-6,from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound
Coffee House, Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is
no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry
of Goshen United Methodist Church.

Lifeguard training being offered
Calloway County Red Cross Chapter will offer Lifeguard Training
beginning Monday, March 24, at the Carr Health building, Murray State
University. An interested swimmers, aged 15 and older wanting Red Cross
certification may take the course with the fee of $140. Pre-registration is
required by March 14 at the Red Cross office. For information call 7531421 or e-mail chapter@callowayredcross.org to.request a class scheduled.

Desaaier
Jewelet- Repair

CuWinn

This March, Charter teams up with USA Network and
SCI Fl Channel to bring you the hottest lineup and the
coolest deal on cable TV! Start enjoying all the great new
programming like "Nashville Star", a national search for the
next country music star, on USA. And don't miss the
continuing saga of Frank Herbert's epic Dune. "Children
of Dune'' premieres Sunday, March I 6th on SCI FL
Call today, watch tomorrow - it's that easy!

#c°'"

ster
4

$4.95 Installation
when you order Basic & Expanded Cable Service

1 -800-800-CABLE
Plus, have a PC?
Get a FREE Professional Self-Installation Kit
when you order Charter High-Speed Internet Service!
NEW EPISODES EVERY SATURDAY
PREMIERES SATURDAY MARCH 8TH 9/8C

www.chartercom
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OVC Tournament

Friday's Opponent

Tech, Morehead to meet
It will be the battle of the birds
in Friday's other Ohio Valley Conference Tournament semifinal as
the No. 2 seed Morehead State
Eagles meet the third-seeded Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles
approximately 8 p.m.
Morehead and Tech met twice
during the regular season. Morehead State won both contests as
part of a 13-3 run through its
OVC schedule that netted it a
share of the league championship
with Austin Peay State.
The first meeting between the
two schools came early in the conference season as the Eagles
shocked Tech - a preseason
-favorite in the league - 72-70
on Jan. 4 at the Eblen Center in
Cookeville, Tenn.
The stunning victory gave Morehead its second OVC win of the
year and helped begin a streak in
which the Eagles swept their first
eight league games.
In that contest, Morehead's
Ricky Minard led all scorers with
18 points. Chez Marks and 'Marquis Sykes followed Minard's lead
with 11 apiece as the Eagles shot

ray State, 64-52, on Jan. 9.
Morehead earned the season
QY.0 AIL_Glames
sweep over Tech by defeating the
Austin Peay
13-3
20-7
Golden Eagles 97-89 on Feb. 11
Morehead State
19-8
13-3
at Morehead.
Tennessee Tech
18-11
11-5
Murray State
9-7
16-11
This time, Marks led all scorEastern Illinois
14-14
9-7
ers with 38 points on 12-of-17
7-9
Tennessee.Marlin
14-13
shooting from the field as the Eagles
11-18
Southeast Missouri
5-11
11 -18
Eastern Kentucky
5-11
shot 52 percent.
Tennessee State
2-25
0-16
Cameron Crisp led Tennessee
Tech
with 17 points while center
OVC Tournament Matchups
Tuesday's Finals
Damien Kinloch poured in 15. The
Murray State 74 Eastern Illinois 63
Golden Eagles shot 64 percent
Austin Peay 83. Eastern Kentucky 80
(32-of-53 for the game, but lost
Morehead State 91. Southeast Mo 84
Tennessee Tech 76. UT-Martin 62
the rebounding battle 25-21.
Women's Semifinals
Friday, March 7
In the women's OVC semifiOVC Tournament Semifinals
nals, No. 1 seed Austin Peay State
Gaylord Entertainment Center
Nashville, Tenn
will take on fourth-seeded TenGame 1 - 14 Murray State vs *1
nessee-Martin
at noon on Friday.
Austin Peay State. 6 p m
The other semifinal contest,
Game 2 - *3 Tennessee Tech vs *2
Morehead State, 8 p m
scheduled for 2 p.m. Friday. will
pit No. 2 seed Southeast Missouri
Saturday, March 8
State against sixth-seeded TenChampionship Game - 3 p m
nessee Tech, an upset winner over
57 percent from the floor.
No. 3 seed Eastern Kentucky in
The loss started a two-game Tuesday's first-round action.
conference losing streak for Tech.
The women's championship
The Golden Eagles captured an game is set for 11 a.m. on Sateasy non-conference win over urday. The game will be televised
Bryan College before losing at Mur- live by Fox Sports Net South.

Final OVC Standing

Starting Lineups
Murray State
F Cuthbert Victor
F Antione Whelchel
C James Singleton
G Rick Jones
G Mark Borders
Austin Peay State
F Adrian Henning
F Rhet Wierzba
C Josh Lewis
G Corey Gipson
G Anthony Davis
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PPG.

RPG.

FG°A,

Min.

15.0
8.0
15.1
10.5
2.8
PPG.

7.9
4.3
10.9
1.0
1.5
RPG.

60.2
43.9
54.5
39.6
32.9
FG°/0

28.9
24.7
32.5
25.6
16.0
Min.

15.9
8.8
12.6
8.4
14.0

7.0
3.8
7.0
2.6
4.7

58.4
41.6
62.3
34.6
42.3

31.5
29.4
29.1
30.3
28.5

Murray st. vs. AP'Idjfr
When: 6 p m

Whore: Gaylord Entertainment Center Radio

"

A

Racers face rival Goys
for chance at OVC title
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the third time this season, Murray State will face old
rival Austin Peay State.
The Governors, a surprising
co-champion in the Ohio Valley
Conference this season, defeated the Racers in both regularseason meetings.
However, the stakes are a little higher this time around. The
winner of Friday's semifinal
matchup at the Gaylord Entertainment Center will earn a spot
in the OVC Tournament finals
and a shot at the league's automatic NCAA Tournament bid.
APSU won both meetings
between the two schools this
season by a combined six. points,
The Govs stole a Jan. II
game at the Regional Special
Events Center when Corey Gipson nailed a 3-point basket in
the closing seconds for a 66-63
victory.
In that contest, four APSU
players scored in double figures
- led by Gipson's 13 points.
Chris Shumate. who has since
suffered a season-ending injury,
paced Murray with 19 points on
8-of-13 shooting.
Austin Peay earned the season sweep in early Februrary,
defeating the Racers 72-69 at
the Dunn Center in Clarksville,
Tenn.
The Goys were able to pull
out the three-point victory despite
another double-double from MSu
center James Singleton, who
poured in 28 points on 11 -of-17
and
shooting
14
grabbed
rebounds. Shumate and Cuthbert
Victor added 12 apiece.

File Photo

KEY PLAYER ... Senior forward Antione Whelchel, subbing for the injured Chris Shumate, will need to be a
big factor for the Racers this weekend if they are to
repeat last year's OVC Tournament championship run.

"great .zteci,i,cs at a setter 'Rice"
Locally Owned & Operated By Adam and Lisa Carver

Bel-Air Center
Hwy.641 South
753-0440

800 Chestnut St.• Murray • 12701753-8850

2003,at your Kawasaki dealer.
i
tr3TowN a CouNrfir
MOTORSPORTS
"The Fun Starts tier,"

Hwy.94 East• Murray•270-753-8078
www.townandcountrymotorsports corn

C ziO3Kawasa
,
Mct.)rs Corp . US A •0.,,
11
rsof,5rcyc
.eg steiev: kawatay, ,
v.
7 ^
,
ATVs
t• water,raft dInLI
uty venicies on you,
Kawasaki Good Times". credit card subiect to credit approval Offer ends 04,30/03 Restrictions may apply See store for details '$O down 0 payments and 0% interest until January
:004 Finance Charges will not be imposed on these purchases and payments will not be required until the January 2004 promotion ekpiration date indicated on your billing state
merit if your. Account is kept cuuent Standard Rate 178% APR For Accounts not kept current the Default Rate of 218% APR will be apptied to all balances Minimum Finance
Charge 5200 Certain rules apply to the allocation of. payments and finance charges on your promotional purchase if you make more than one purchase on your credit card Call
1 888-3b7 4310 or review your cardholder agreement tor information Kawasaki's ISFX50 is recommended for use only by persons 6 or older and the kF580 is recommended for use
only by persons 12 or aide. All children under 16 riding ATVs should aimed (lave direct adult supervision Kawasaki ATVs with engines or 90,c and abo.e are recommended to. use
:f.nly by persons 16 years of age or older Kawasaki also recommends that all ATV 'ide-s take a Pausing course For more !Mammon see your dealer or call the ATV Safety institute
at I 800 887-2887 Warrsr ATVs
ca^-14 hazerdOul 4.00erate EV_Yglir safdx Mew etre etreet. eye arotection and ordectree doming,&yes can a immerge Never rrat
under the influence of drugsgakphoLtieyer tide on public roads of wyemen. Ac-,j em,;(151it S2e341.drAILIDLCirLY1111._
BS_ Okif.areful
PRtJTEM13

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL KY
270,492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
.270-527-0110
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Cats destroy \Tandy
on Senior Night

CiOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
TURNING THE CORNER ... Murray High's Lisa Thurman tries to drive past the defense
of Marshall County's Blair Joseph during Wednesday's semifinal contest of the girls'
Fourth District Tournament at Tiger Gym. The Lady Tigers fell to Marshall 60-57.

Marshall nips Lady Tigers
in Fourth District semis
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The emotional toll on Rechelle
Cadwell Turner's face said it all.
As with most Murray -HighMarshall County matchups — and
especially one with regional tournament implications — the frustration and heartbreak can sometimes be too much to bear for
the losing team.
It certainly was for Cadwell
Turner and her Lady Tigers following a gut-wrenching 60-57
loss in Wednesday's Fourth District Tournament semifinal that
sent the Lady Marshals ti) the
First Region Tournament for the
10th straight year and for the 22nd
time in 23 years.
':This group of kids has a lot
of heart and character," said a
teary-eyed Cadwell Turner of her
sixth Murray High squad. "As
a coach, that's really all you can
ask for."
Heart and character were certainly prevalent on both benches as Murray and Marshall battled to the wire for the third
time this season — the first two
ending in Lady Tiger 'victories.
Despite trailing for much of
the first three quarters — facing as much as a 15-point deficit
(28- 13) in the second quarter —
the Lads Tigers (16-10) threat-

Marshall Co. 60
LADY TIGERS 57
Marshail Co
39
60
12
32
43
57
Murray
9
23
Marshall County (60) — Babb 19. Barga
13, Fields 12. Ray 8, Lovett 4, Joseph
3. Jones 1 FG: 22-55 3-point FG: 29 (Barga 2) FT: 14-21 Rebounds: 25
Record: 16-10
Murray (57) -- Thurman 23, Patterson
14, Sexton 14. Vincent 4, Wagoner 2,
Volp FG: 22-55 3-point FG: 5-13 (Thurman 3, Sexton 2) FT: 8 15 Rebounds:
28. Record: 18-8.

ened to make it a clean sweep
by erasing the Marshall lead in
the third period.
Trailing 32-23 at halftime,
Murray weathered two straight
baskets by Beth Babb to begin
the second half and then ripped
off 13 unanswered points to knot
the score at 36-36 on Lisa Thurman's 15-foot jumper with 2:23
left. ,
The Lady Marshals stopped the
bleeding momentarily with a free
throw from Kim Jones. But the
Lady Tigers scored seven of the
final 10 points of the quarter to
lead 43-39 heading into the final
,
eight minutes.
"Marshall was really taking
it to us in the first half, and
we just didn't respond very well.
I told the kids at halftime if we
didn't cut into the lead by the
fourth quarter, the game was
over." Cadwell Turner noted.

"Once we finally settled down,
we proved why we beat them
twice this year."
Marshall regained the lead
just two minutes into the fourth
stanza as Danielle Ray slipped
behind the Murray defense for
a layup and a 46-45 edge.
However, the Lady Tigers
responded by scoring the next
eight points — six of which
came via Thurman — for what
appeared to be a commanding
53-46 advantage with only 3:38
remaining.
But missed free throws — an
Achilles' heel for Murray all season — would cost the Lady
Tigers. MI-IS, which hit just 8of-15 foul shots on the night,
missed four of five attempts from
the charity stripe in a span of
just 50 seconds.
The Lady Marshals took
advantage of those misses, using
two more buckets from Babb
and a 3-point play by Stephanie
Fields to move in front 54-53
with 1:32 to play.
Rachel Barga and Babb each
extended the Marshall lead to
three points in the final 1:15,
but the Lady Marshals still had
to weather two last-minute, gamewinning attempts by the Lady
Tigers

II See Page 9

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — No.
2 Kentucky had no championship
to win, but a pre-game ceremony
honoring its three seniors provided plenty of motivation for the
Wildcats on Wednesday night.
Erik Daniels scored a career-high
20 points and
freshman KelenAzubuike
na
added a seasonhigh 16 as Kenrode
tucky
another dazzling
defensive performance to its 19th straight win,
beating Vanderbilt 106-44.
Senior Marquis Estill added 17
points and nine rebounds and Gerald Fitch had 15 points and five
assists for Kentucky (25-3, 15-0),
which held Vanderbilt to seven
field goals and 15 points in the
second half.
Matt Freije, the SEC's fourthleading scorer, had nine points to
lead Vanderbilt(10-16,3-12), which
lost for the eighth straight time.
The Commodores went 19-of-62
from the field (31 percent), committed 23 turnovers and were outrebounded 56-34.
"We were overwhelmed, physically and mentally, from the beginning," Vanderbilt coach Kevin
Stallings said.
The 62-point victory margin was
Kentucky's largest over a league
opponent since 1956.
"The emotions of senior night
carried over to everybody," said
senior Keith Bogans, who scored
only nine points, but hardly seemed
to mind.
Estill, Bogans and fellow senior Jules Camara were honored
with framed jerseys before the
game.
The school also recognized John
Stewart, a 7-footer who signed
with Kentucky in the fall of 1998
but died of a heart ailment during an Indiana state high school
playoff game in March 1999.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
sobbed at midcourt during a video
chronicling Stewart's career. Smith
embraced Stewart's parents, John
and Feleica, before giving them
flowers and a framed jersey.
"John is always with us," Smith
said. "He would have made a big
difference to Kentucky basketball."

A
ED REINKE AP Photo

GET IT OUTTA' HERE ... Vanderbilt's Julian Terrell has his
shot attempt blocked by Kentucky's Antwain Barbour during the first half of Wednesday's game at Rupp Arena.
Bogans left the game with 6:31 on the sideline with teammates.
"It's good to see kids who realleft to a standing ovation. Earlier, he moved past Kevin Grevey ly enjoy themselves and are havinto sixth place on the school's ing fun, playing well," Smith said.
"I tell them all the time that when
all-time scoring list.
"It was very special to me," you're playing well, that's when
Bogans said of his career. "I have you can have a lot of fun."
The Wildcats play at No. 4
a lot of great memories. If I could
play another game here, I would Florida (24-5, 12-3) on Saturday
and can become the first team
love to."
As Kentucky's lead ballooned since the 1995-96 Wildcats to go
over 40 late in the game, Bogans through the SEC regular season
and Camara hopped and laughed without a loss.

Aces trump 'Breds
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds continued their hitting
ways, connecting for nine hits
in Wednesday's game against
visiting Evansville.
But MSU couldn't string many
hits together. leaving 14 runners
on base in a 9-2 loss to the,
Purple Aces at Reagan Field.
Murray State was led by
Thieke. who went 2-for-5 with
a run scored, and Matt Rebout
's
who went 2-for-5.
Perry allowed three runs on
seven hits, striking out one and
walking two in four innings of
work. Moulder allowed five runs
(four earned) on five hits, striking out two and walking four
•
in three innings.
Billy Fares pitched the eighth
and ninth innings, allowing one
run on three hits, striking out
one in two innings.

For Evansville, Eric Jones
went 5-for-6 with three doubles,
two runs scored and two RBIs.
Luke Miller went 3-for-6 with
a run and two RBIs. while Wes
Davis went 3-for-5 with a rim
and two RBIs.
Jeff Fontaine had two RBIs
for the Purple Aces, while Mike
Serafini scored twice.
Adam Rogers (1-2) got the
win for UE, allowing two runs
on seven hits, striking out seven
and walking four in 5 2-3 innings.
Shaun Williams got his first save
of the season, allowing no runs
on two hits, striking out three
and walking two in 3 1-3 innings.
Murray State concludes its
nine-game homestand this weekend when the 'Breds host Wright
State. The teams will play a
doubleheader on Saturday at
noon, with a single game on
Sunday at I p.m.

Eventful day for Wells, Cone
By The Associated Press
David Wells seemed distracted. David
Cone looked like a big league pitcher again.
Wells and Cone, forever linked by
their perfect games and close friendship.
pitched Wednesday — with vastly different results.
Cone, making his first appearance in
his comeback with the Mets. retired the
side in order in the fourth inning as
New York beat the Florida Marlins 7-6
in 10 innings in Jupiter, Fla.
"Everybody is wanting to know if I
ham,anything left, and can I held up."
Cone said. "That's going to he the question."
Wells. perhaps bothered by the controversy surrounding his autobiography,
struggled in his seCond spring start for

the New York Yankees - - giving up five
runs and failing to cover first base in
the third inning of a 12-2 loss to Atlanta
in Tampa. Fla.
"1 thoUght it was in the hole, honestly," Wells said. "It was my fault."
The play brought back memories of
Hideki Irabu's failure to cover first in
1999, which caused owner George Steinbrenner to call him a "fat ... toad."
Wells. who pitched a perfect game
for the Yankees in 1998, allowed nine
hits in three innings and was booed by
the Legends Field crowd of 10115;
-"Boomer. I thought he-threw-The-ball
pretty well." manager Joe Torre said."They
didn't hit very many balls hard. However, he didn't execute fundamentally on
the hall hack to the mound and cover-

ing first. I'M sure there'll be extra work
for all the pitchers because of it."
Cone was nervous before his first outing since Oct. 6, 2001, when he pitched
eight innings to help Boston beat Baltimore. But the 40-year-old right-hander
got a standing ovation when he walked
off the mound and responded by waving his cap.
"That was really nice," he said. "I've
had my doubts as to whether I should
be trying this. When things like that happen, it makes it worthwhile." •
A reluctant retiree last year. Cone is
bidding- for d job as the Mots' fifth
. pitches were
starter. Only seven of his 15
strikes, and he fell behind. every batter,
but he threw everything in his repertoire, including two splitters.

David Wells

Western
names
Elson new
grid coach
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Just a month after he left town
for another job, Dave .Elson is
back at Western Kentucky University as the new head football
coach.
Elson, defensive coordinator on
the Hilltoppers' 2002 Division IAA championship team, was introduced as the new head coach on
Wednesday.
"Wow. If I had known you
guys like me that much, I would've
never left," said Elson, 31, who
left on Feb. 3 to become safeties
coach at West Virginia University.
Elson, an assistant for seven
years at Western Kentucky, prom-ised Wednesday to keep the coaching staff. intact.
.
• "Continuity is the order of the
day," he said.
•
Elson replaced Jack Harbaugh,
who went 91-68 at Western Kentucky over 14 seasons and is credited with resurrecting the university's football program. Western
Kentucky beat McNeese State in
the Division I-AA championship
game in December.
"I'm looking forward to building on that and cbntinuing our
successful tradition," Elson said.
The Hilltoppers have led the
Gateway Conference in total.
defense in the last two seasons,
when Elson was defensive coordinator.
, "We feel defense wins cham.‘ pionships," athletic &rector Woo&
Selig said.
•

•
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753-8355

NATIONAL BASKETSALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct.
New Jersey
623
38 23
Philadelphia
576
34 25
Boston
574
35 26
Orlando
32 30
516
Washington
30 31
492
New York
426
26 35
Miami
20 40
333
Central Division
L
Pct.
W
Detroit
38 23
623
Indiana
38 23
623
35 27
New Orleans
565
Milwaukee
30 31
492
387
Atlanta
24 38
21 41
Chicago
339
19 39
Toronto
328
11 50
Cleveland
180

GB
—
3
3
65
8
12
175
GB
—
—
35
8
145
175

175
27

Wednosda y's Games
Orlando 111 Milwaukee 99
Houston 97. Toronto 95
Washington 99, L A Clippers BO
Boston 97, New York 95
Atlanta 111. Cleveland 105
Memphis 96. Denver 86
Utah 94, Seattle 83
Phoenix 98. Portland 92
Sacramento 96, Minnesota 95 OT
L A Lakers 97 Indiana 95

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct. GB
Dallas
46
14
.787 —
Sari Antonio
41 18 .695 4.5
Minnesota
40 23 .635 7.5
Utah
583 11
35 25
Houston
31 30 .508 15.5
Memphis
19 41
.317 21
Denver
12 50
194 35
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct. GB
Sacramento
43 19
694 —
Portland
39 21
.650 3
LA Lakers
33 26
559 85
Phoenix
33 28 .541 9.5
Golden State
30 30 .500 12
Seattle
28 32
467 14
19 41
LA Clippers
317 23
Today's Games
New Jersey at San Antonio, 6 30 pm
Golden State at Chicago. 7 30 pm
Philadelphia at Portland. 9 p m
Friday's Gaines
Milwaukee at Washington. 6 p m
New York at Orlando. 6 p m
Dallas at Miami. 7 p m
L A Clippers at Boston, 7 p m
Cleveland at New Orleans. 7 30 pm
Sacramento at Utah, 8 p m
Philadelphia at Seattle. 9 30 p m
Minnesota at L A Lakers, 9 30 pm

St. Louis' Tomko shines
VIERA, Ha. (AP) — Brett
Tomko allowed one hit in four
innings Wednesday as the St. Louis
Cardinals defeated the Montreal
Expos 1-0.
Tomko faced just two batters
over the minimum, walking Wil
Cordero and allowing a single to
Vladimir Guerrero. He induced nine
ground-ball outs and fanned two.
"I was known as a prolific fly-

ball out pitcher last year," Tomko
said. "I'm throwing a lot more
sinkers now. It keeps the ball
down. Everyone always talks about
our defense. If it gets hit on the
ground, it lets them do all the
work, and it takes a lot off of
me."
Five Cardinal pitchers combined
for the shutout, with Gabe Molina finishing for a save.
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DePaul stuns Cards in OT
ROSEMONT,111. (AP) — Even with the way things
have been going for Louisville lately, Cardinals coach
Rick Pitino couldn't believe it when he heard the whis:
tie at the regulation buzzer Wednesday night.
DePaul's Sam Hoskin was just as stunned.
Hoskin, fouled on a putback attempt, made two free
throws with no time left in regulation to tie the game.
Granted a reprieve and given an,
overtime, the Blue Demons went on
to upset No. 15 Louisville 79-76 on
Drake Diener's 3-pointer with 19 seconds left.
"I'm sure he (Luke Whitehead)
did push him. I asked the official to review it, but he
said he couldn't," Pitino said after the Cardinals' fifth
loss in seven games.
"I was shocked," said Hoskin, who stood at the freethrow line by himself and swished the first and rolled
in the second to force overtime.
"At the end of the game. I haven't ever seen that
call. Ever."
Louisville (20-6, 10-5 Conference USA) had a 76-75
lead in overtime when Eric Brown hit a jumper and then
DePaul's Andre Brown made just one of two free throws.
With a chance to increase the lead, Louisville's Reece
Gaines missed an off-balance jumper before Diener worked
loose and hit the 3-pointer to make it 78-76.
"I hadn't made many shots," Diener said. "No. matter
what you've done in the game before, you have to be
ready to shoot." The Cardinals then had three chances to tie, but Taquan
Dean missed a jumper and tips by Marvin Stone and
Kendall Dartez also were off before Diener got the
rebound.
Diener then hit one of two free throws with 1.2 seconds left as DePaul (15-11, 7-8) ended a 13-game losing streak to Louisville. The Cardinals had beaten DePaul
71-43 in January.
Dean hit his fourth 3-pointer of the second half with
five seconds left in regulation, giving Louisville a 67-65
lead.
After a timeout, the Blue Demons inbounded the ball
to Diener, whose jumper was off the mark, but Hoskin
grabbed the offensive rebound and was fouled by Whitehead.
Louisville argued the attempt by Hoskin 'came after
the buzzer. Replays showed he had possession of the
ball with two-tenths of a second left, but it was inconclusive if he was fouled before the buzzer.

BRIAN KERSEY/AP Photo

IN A BIND ... DePaul's Delonte Holland (5) looks for a pass as he is
trapped in the backcourt by Louisville's Reece Gaines (22) and Taquan
Dean during the first half of the Blue Demons' 79-76 overtime win
over the No. 15 Cardinals Wednesday in Rosemont, III.

Georgia fires Harrick's son; coach's future in air
ATHENS, Ga.(AP) — Jim Harrick's son was fired Wednesday
by Georgia, ridding the troubled
program of the assistant coach
accused of academic fraud and
paying a player's bills.
Now the question is: Can the
father survive?
In the most serious challenge
of his 23-year coaching career,
Harrick is fighting to keep his job
after former player Tony Cole
accused the coach's son of paying his bills, doing schoolwork
and teaching a sham class on
coaching.
Harrick Jr. was suspended with
pay on Friday after the allegations
came to light. Just five days later,

school
the
announced the
38-year-old
assistant basketball coach would
be let go when
contract
his
expires June 30.
"We will not
tolerate any violations of NCAA
Harrick
rules," school
president Michael Adams said. "If
we have a problem, we'll fix it
and move on to better days."
The dismissal of Harrick Jr.
was a huge blow to his father,
who vowed Tuesday that no major
rules had been broken. The head

•Lady Tigers
From Page 8
Brandi Vincent pulled MHS to
within 58-57 with two free throws,
and then Fields left the door open
for the Lady Tigers with two misses at the foul line with 0:18 ticks
left.
Sherrie Sexton's potential gamewinner from the right baseline fell
short, but Ashley Patterson grabbed
the rebound and drove into the
lane. But her pull-up jumper missed
the mark and Barga was fouled

coach had said he expected his
son to be reinstated and the program to be vindicated once all the
facts were known.
Instead, athletic director Vince
Dooley decided that Harrick Jr.
couldn't stay, an indication the
school already has uncovered violations in an investigation that's
less than a week old.
The timing of the move also
was telling. On Tuesday night, the
No. 25 Bulldogs pulled off one
of their biggest victories of the
season, upsetting No. 3 Florida
82-81. Harrick Jr. watched the
game from a tunnel near the Georgia bench, unable to take his usual
seat alongside his father.

Afterward, the elder Harrick lin- had done to his son.
Harrick Jr. taught the class.
gered on the court, denying Cole's
"He's struggling with it," Har- "Coaching Principles and Strateallegations but also conceding his rick said. "But he's tough."
gies of Basketball."
program might be guilty of some
Harrick wouldn't comment on
Daniels, who took the same
violations.
his son's dismissal. Harrick Jr. has course, was pulled out of practice
"We don't do work for people, refused to talk since the allega- Monday to meet with NCAA and
nor do we give them money," the tions were made.
school investigators.
coach said. "Do we make misGeorgia forward Chris Daniels
While unsure if he was enrolled
takes? Yeah. Will they find some- gave credence to one of the most in the class at the same time as
thing minor? Maybe."
damaging accusations from Cole, Cole, Daniels said, "I think it's
Harrick appeared close to tears who says he got an "A" for a the same one. I never saw him in
when asked what the accusations class he never attended.
there."

• ••

on the run-out with just one sec- the game," Beth said.
ond remaining.
"Beth (Babb) made some big
Barga nailed both free throws, plays down the stretch. We had
and the Lady Tigers never got a to have our big people step up,
good look at the basket as Pat- and they did ... You really have
terson's desperation heave at the to give both teams a lot of credbuzzer fell way short.
it. For high school kids to go out
Marshall County head coach and play that hard against each
Howard Beth complimented both other, that says a lot."
teams' efforts, and credited his
Thurman led all scorers with
squad's clutch play down the stretch 23 points while Sexton followed
as the difference in the game..
with 14 for the Lady Tigers. Babb
"When we play Murray, it's paced Marshall with 19 points,
always going to go down to the Barga tossed in 13 and Fields 12.
wire. It's just a matter of who Both squads connected on 22-ofmakes ,the big play at the end of 55 attempts from the floor.

SportsBriefs
• The Murray Youth Sports Association (YSA) will offer an additional
open signup day for the 2003 base
ball and softball season Saturday outside the north entrance of the Murray
Wal-Mart Supercenter. Registration
hours will be from 9 a.m to 1 p.m.
Signups are also being accepted
through Friday at the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Office on Payne Street
Players may still register after this
week, but are subiect to a $10 late
fee The absolute cutoff date for registration of any kind is March 29.
The beginning age for participation
is 5 years old. The maximum ages
are 18 for baseball and 20 for softball Playing age level is determined
by the player's age before Aug. 1,
2003 tar baseball and following Jan
1. 2003 for softball.
The total entry fee for YSA baseball and softball is $45, which includes
player jerseys and hats. The Murray
YSA baseball and softball program is
also open to players from surrounding
communities.
Persons interested in coaching. off
ciating or sponsonng teams are als.
encouraged to stop by the YSA rec;
istratton at Wal-Mart for details
• The YSA board of directors vA,,,
meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the meeting room of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce on U.S 541
N. The public is invited to attend
Meeting agenda items include sanc
lion discussion, review of signups.
sponsors and coaches, and sanction
options. Dates will also be discussed
for upcoming coaches and umpire
ics
For further information, visit Murray
YSA's
new
website
at
wvm.eteamz.com/ysa or contact the
Murray-Calloway County Park office at
762-0325 or Tab Brockman, YSA president, at 767-8326.
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ELECTRIC

NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Full Service Electrical Contractors
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
•
Parking lot lighting ...--;-"Commercial Maintenancs•
/Restaurant Lighting .../Outdoor Signs
---•-- Billboard Lighting/Landsrape Lighting Design
-/Phone & Cable Jacks/CAT5 & CAT6 Computer Line,
/Computer Networking
Master & Journeyman Electricians On Staff

HILL ELECTRIC-•--JOHN W. HUDSON, PRESIDENT
IVES C. GALLIWORE, SERVICE MANAGER

753-9562 • 210-9077 RJR SERVICE
Prompt Ser% ice • Customer Satisfaction • Quality

about special pricing
MOM to breaker (lox
conversions.
free quotes!

fiat

Work

(i0
Are your symptoms of Chronic Bronchitis (or CORD) getting worse?
If so, we need volunteers of at least 40 years old for a research study
involving an investigational regimen of an oral antibiotic If you are
experiencing symptoms such as increased mucus(phlegm)or
increased difficulty breathing, ,,ou may quality to participate
All qualified participants will receive, at lo cost
• Study-related physical exams
• Study-related medical care
• Study medication
For more information, contact

Primary Care Research
Primary Care Medical Center
300 S. 8th St., Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5732 or 800-932-2122
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010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
IN

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 1 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
265
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock 6 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Pans
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8. Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
131S1P1LAY ADS
$7.25 Column inch, titY Discount 2nd Run,
Stei Discount 3rd Run.
(Au 3 Ads Mu,1 Run Within 6 Dux Pirs,nj'
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
EINE Ai)';
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
tu.so curs for Shopper IMoo. Classifieds go into Shopping (Andel $2.60 extra for blind bin Ws.
The publisher maintains the right to relect or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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RESORT
ANCHOR
SPORTSMAN'S
CAMPGROUND, Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek, needs
outside maintenance man capable of leadership.
good health, general cleaning, mowing, weed eating,
taking Care1511-41111M115,. pool and treatment piant.

THE BOOK RACK
26

Yi

4R5 IN MI RIM}

Used Paperback
For Trade & Sale
• New Non-Fiction •
Dixieland Shopping Ctr

753-4821

r--

ANCHOR MARINA, needs outside dock person, good health, fishing & boating
knowledge. ALSO - store clerks inside Marina storecash register, calculator experience - fishing & boating knowledge helpful. All positions must be able to
work weekends and holidays as scheduled - retirees
'1_ welcome - seasonal work. Call Monday thru Friday 9
to 4 only, for applicatwe and interview schedule
270/354-6568.
SPORTSMAN'S

.1

Mon.-Fn. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

150

150
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

No!

060

060

020

020

320
Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

Articles
For Sale

HU"
* t4OVIE
SALE
*
OVER 2500 VHS'S
SOME AS LOW AS

2BR 1 bath Brick Duplex
with carport Close to campus Very clean and decorated in neutral colors including new faux paint finishes and new wallpaper
$450/mo with one year
lease and $450 security
deposit Call 759-4127 or
210-6096
2BR Duplex at 1300 Valleywood Dr $375 per
month 761-9113

SHOO
Law Office Of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

Apply at

Sonic Drive In

753-1752

217 S. 12th St., Murray

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

THE PADUCAH, KY

GUN & KNIFE SHOW
MARCH 15-16, 2003
Saturday,9 a.m.-5 p.m..,
Sunday,9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Executive Inn

Convention Center
This Beouhful Convention Center Features
Bigger Show • Larger Selection of Firearms • More Tables
The Midwest's Top Traders
Be there as they return with their great displays of
Knives • Guns• Coins• Ammo • Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment
• And Much More To

BUY •SELL • TRADE
618-495-2572
ftr

CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Limited number available
Call now to purchase
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
753-4054
NOW forming 8-ball league for Monday nights @
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050
Lost and Found
MISSING in New Prove
dence area Female Black
Lab. 9 months old, wearing a faded
FOUND
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we II
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
C160
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted
AREAS Largest RV Dealer
has opening for RV Salesperson Call (270) 2478591 for interview
DEPENDABLE Waitresses
at Cypress Springs Resort
Call for appointment 4365496
DRIVER
Do What You Were Hired
To Do Drive... NI Load.
Earn up to 38c cpm No
Loading or Unloading. NrForced NE or Canada
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or newer Conventionals 1 yr OTR exp , 23
yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazMat required. Owner
Welcome.
Operators
51500 Sign-on Bonus for a
Limited Time Only. PTL 1800-848-0405
LPN needed Part-time in
Medical Office Send Resume with references to
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W KY 2957 US Hwy
641 N Murray. KY 42071
LPN, RN. MA. or Phlebotomist Must have blood
drawing experience Mobile Insurance exams in
Murray area Send resume
to P.0 Box 2481 Evansville IN 47728 Fax 812473-3151
1-8004560403
PAGUAI'S Pizza and Italian Restaurant since 1972.
Is accepting applications
for Servers and Pizza
All applicants
Makers
must apply at Paglial s 970
Chestnut Street
7532975

PUBLIC FORUM
The Murray Independent School District
Local Planning Committee (LPC) will meet
Thursday. March 6, 2003, 6:30 p.m, at the
Carter Administration Building to discuss
its draft facility plan. A public forum will be
conducted at 7:00 p.m.

et

weekends.

The dratt facility plan will he presented to
the Murray Board of Educatton at the March
13, 2003 meeting at 7:00.p.m. '

POSITION AVAILABLE
BUS DRIVERS
The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for Bus
Drivers. All applicants must have a high
school diploma or GED, be at least 21 years
of age, in good physical condition, and have
a valid Kentucky driver's license. In addition, each applicant is required to have or be
willing to obtain a CDL license. Hourly compensation begins at $9.12. Fringe benefits
including health insurance, life insurance,
and county retirement will be provided to all
full-time employees. Applications for this
position may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Should you
have specific questions, please call 7627322. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

-4a-Acw 1G-k

Apartments For Rent

A.4 N.Jk

DVD's $6.95
Including New Releases Such As
Sweet Home Alabama. Ya Ya Sisterhood. K-19 and Bloodwork

VISA
320
Apartments For Rent

1

4 new lbr Apts on Brook
lyn Dr. University Heights
All appliances fully furnish2BR., Duplex C/H/A
ed, 6 or 12 month lease,
Coleman RE 759-4118
$375 Deposit Available
3 Bedroom Duplex @ 313 April 1st. Call or leave
Call message.(270)435-4382
Cambridge Drive
753-3966 No pets
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeDUPLEX clean & Redecoman RE 759-4118
rated in quiet area near
NICE 2br furnished apt
University & grocery, appliC/H/A Close to MSU
ances $375 per month
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-8096
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

Public Auction
REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
March 8, 2003 • 10:00 A.M.

VIDEO GOLD

Coles Campground and Brinn Road (North 16th Extended)

1206 Chestnut St. (Behind Hardee s)

Real Estate offered at 12 Noon

Murray, Kentucky

759-4944
110 acres +/- of Prime Real Estate being offered in tracts
DISH NETWORK
America's top 50 channels
for $24.99 Price guaranteed until January 2005
Why not put the extra
money you pay cable in
your pocket9 Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite for
more information at 7590901

and combinations.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1993 Southridge 16x72
2BR, 2Bath. new carpet,
Front/Back Decks. Excellent Condition Lot 234 Riviera Courts. Murray (270)
522-9957 Asking $14,900
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

•LOWRY Organ $200.00.
Intrepid
Dodge
•96
2 Bedroom, No pets. 753
53.500.00.
9866 For rent or sale.
•Large Entertainment Cen2 BR, 2 Bath $28500
ter $50.00.
*Couch & Chair $100.00. •-753-6012
AVAILABLE April 1ST.
•Washer $100_00.
Trailer NICE 16x80 3br. 2 bath,
House
*94
on private lot close to
$6.000.00.
town. All appliances fur•Gas Heater $75.00.
nished. $450 per month.
474-2540
$450. deposit 753-7930 or
210-2728
MUST sell immediately320
•King size Bedroom set or
Apartments For Rent
will trade for Queen size.
'Living Room set, like new
1 Bedroom apartment nea
•Daybed
PHYSICAL Therapist/PTA
MSU, No pets. 753-5980.
140
Books.
cover
Hard
of
•Lots
Outpatient Orthopedic exWant to Buy
Everything very reasona- 1 OR 2br apts. near downperience preferred. Henry
town Murray starting at
bly priced.
Co. Wound & Rehab 107
3BR Brick home in or nea
Phone 759-2509 after 5:30 S7011/mn 75'3-4109
Memorial Dr Paris. Tenn
1 year old 3 Bedroom. 2
City limits Priced from mid pm
38242. (731) 6,11-0002 or
Bath, All appliance &
70'5-80's Call 759-1628.
fax to (731) 641-0030.
Washer & Dryer (270)
Leave message if no an- OLD Computer for sale
Serious offers only. Call 753-7903 or 753-7813
swer
759-9215 if interested
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
090
WANTED Riding Mower
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Chair
&
*SOFA
Domestic & Childcare
that needs work 436902 Northwood Dr
•2 Recliners
2867
Monday.
*Stereo & Records
Wednesday, Friday.
*Sofa Table
Phone 759-4984.
*White Carpet 14x21
Equal Housing
*Brass Mirrors
Opportunity
•Pictures
L 'Childcare
TDD #1-800-648-6056
753-8004
(Muting a Christian Educational Curriculum
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
and a warm lovine environment
160
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
Home Furnishings
Accepting Applications
1549-B Mockingbird Dr
Beginning Feb. 24, 2003
3br, 3 bath, large 2 car ga6wks to 5 yrs
*3 Piece Leather Living
rage, very nice. very large.
Room Suite $1,200
Please Call for more information
Exclusive. $725 with de*2 Piece Fabric Living
posit 753-5344 or 559Room Suite $80000
Director Sheila Scott
9970
Set
Room
Dining
Oak
(Ms Sheila)
1 br apartment, furnished
w/Hutch $900 00
and all utilities paid $285
•Oak Bed w/mattress,
month plus deposit Near
CASH paid for
A-1 House Cleaning Call
Queen size $400 00
downtown 753-3646
good, used guns
Linda 759-9553
•2 Leather like Recliners
Benson Sporting Goods.
1BR apt available, all ap$400 00 each
WE do housecleaning,
pliances furnished. Mur519 S 12th Murray
00
$200
Table
End
•Oak
please call 753-1016
rat Realty 753-4444
for
set
air
heaters,
ELECTRIC
1BR, 1 bath 112 blocks
WILL do Housecleaning
Cash only
conditioners, used carpetfrom MSU $195 plus
753-3802
(731)232-8387
and
refrigerators
ing.
deposit. No pets Referenstoves 753-4109
100
ces required Daytime*60- Phillips Big Screen
Business
WANT to buy Junk Car
753-3949 ASH- 759-1(150
TV
$1.300
Opportunity
and Trucks Call (2701
2 Bedroom apartment.
•Old Buffet $100
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
$200
.Matching Table & Chairs $260 per month.
FOR Sale Mobile Home days a week
deposit, some utilities
opportuni
$100
Park Excellent
paid WID available. No
(270) 339-6789
ty Located in a West Ten- WOULD like the,opportunipets 767-9037
or small colnessee college town Ask- ty to buy large
knives. EARLY American Broyhill 2 Bedroom Townhouses
ing $320,000 Financing lection of pocket
(270) 247- chair. loveseat, sleeper- $300 00 month
available to qualified bor- new or used
Also 3 bedroom, very nice
rower Contact Steve Rice 0150
Townhouse, all applianat Reelfoot Bank. Union
150
ces. Coleman RE 759Articles
City TN (731)886-5724 or
210
4118
For Sale
(7311-1081
Firewood
2 BR Duplex. good neigh$385 00
borhood.
ALPINE 25 Watt car ster
Month/$385 00 deposit ric
eo CD AM/FM, 2 faces FIREWOOD 483-2989
pets 435-4003
220
575 00 753-1635 after 5
MDM COMPUTERS
Musical
BR. 2 Bath apartment in
2
A+ Certified Technician
4
Mexico,
Umel
COZ '
Cambridge II, all appliannn site service
nights, round trip from
ces furnished $475 + de759.3556
Nashville. March 17-March *BALDWIN Acrosonic
posit. 345-2777. 762-0040
$950
Piano
21 S800.753-5983.
Check us out
Baby Days.
Steck
FIRE SALE at Miss Bra- *Antique
on the Web!
3BR, 2b, C/H/A. $600
dies in Hazel. Kt-All in: Grand Piano $6,000
month + deposit, 1 year
fixtures, *Console Piano $450
ventory • and
(270) 339-67.89
1600 N Oak Hill.
lease.
details
8a-4p.
6-9,
March
www.murrayledger.com
752-0296
www missbradies corn

111 Higher Praise Christian
Learning Center

753-1991

$$ Sold $S

The 40 +/- acre Parcel of land fronting Brinn Road and Coles
Campground Road will be offered in the following tracts and then corn
bined.
Tracts 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 8.5 acre +/- tracts fronting Brinn Road.
Tract 5 is a 2 acre +/- tract fronting Brinn Road and Coles Campground
Road.
Tract 6 is a 2 acre +/- tract fronting Coles Campground Road.
Tract 7 includes a 3 bedroom. 1 bath house and 1.1 acres +/-.
The 71 +/- acre tract of land that fronts Coles Campground and Walston
Road will be offered in the following tracts and then combined.
Tract 8 includes a 3 bedriom, 1 bath house, milk barn, and storage
sheds and 16.5 acres +/- fronting Coles Campground Road.
Tract 9: inclucies a tobacco barn and 2 acres +/- fronting Coles
Campground Road.
Tract 10: 17 acres +/- fronting Coles Campground Road.
Tract 11: 17.5 acres +/- fronting Walston Road.
Tract 12: 17.5 acres +/- fronting Walston Road.
Tobacco base will be sold separate from farm. 0.88 acre of dark fire
tobacco base.
Terms on Real Estate: 1000 down of selling price with a minimum of
$3.000 on any tract. Balance due in 30 days from date of auction
Settlement of personal property will be day of auction. Possession of
house in tract 7 will be 90 days from date of auction with closing 30 days
from auction date
Personal Property and Farm Equipment: Breakfast table, metal cabinet, dishes, corning ware, baking dishes, pots and pans, small kitchen
appliances, refrigerator, stove, plastic ware, pitcher and glasses set, 4
drawer chest, telephone table, couch, arm chairs. TV. Ashley wood stove.
coffee and end tables, lamps, books, lamp table. 2-Singer sewing
machines. typewriter. 6 drawer chest, night stand, magazine rack, material pieces, Kenmore vacuum, hair dryer, bedroom suite, 8 drawer chest.
pictureS, tOys, quilt box, floor lamp, child rocker, turn leg table, guilts.
flowers, radio. 135 Massey Ferguson diesel tractor w/power steering and
spin out wheels, 3-12" plows, 6 ft. pickup disc, 2 row cultivator, 1 row cultivator, 2-gravity flow wagons, 2-flat bed wagons, 20 ft. grain elevator.
Ford 1 row side mount corn picker, 2 Massey Ferguson mowers, seed
spreader. 1 row tobacco setter. 2 row JD corn drill, tobacco sticks. 1978
GMC pickup truck - long bed. Other items not listed.
Make all your inspections prior to sale date. Any house built before 1978
may contain lead based paint. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch avail
able. Contact us for more information or to discuss your auction needs.

Terry D. Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall Broker and Auctioneer 270-767-9223
Dan Miller Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4144
Darrell Beane Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4420
Joseph W. Thomason, Appt. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"I44 Service Doesn't Cost, It Ps s-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
340
Mouses For Rent

Public Auction
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday. March 15, 2003 • 9:30 a.m.
CAMDEN, TN. - 245 Foundry Lane - From
Camden, TN take Hwy. 70 1.5 miles to
Overhead Bridge Rd., turn right on Foundry
Lane. Signs will be posted.
Citation Camden has closed and has
commissioned Doug Taylor Auction Service
to sell surplus property.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Amerex dust collector. 50,000 CFM 150 hp (good
condition) + Amerex dust collector 30,000 CFM, 12`.
h p (good condition) + electric motors 1/2 h p to 20C,
h p + electrical supplies + electrical panels + electr
cal wire+ hydraulic pumps. valves & cylinder + misc
forklift parts + (2) Clark electric forklifts (60005
80005 Cap) w/spare parts + 40 JLG Ariel Manlift,
gasoline powered wispare parts + misc solid fork
let/loader tires + (4) pneumatic transformers + steel
work tables' + bolts/nuts/pipe fittings w/bins +
hydraulic fittings vv/bins + misc lots of structural
steel, pipe, and plate + office equipment - desks,
chairs, tables, filing cabinets + (2) drafting tables +
shop tools - (2) lathes - Sanyuen 36" x 3" Heidenreick & Harbeck 18" x 3", (1) 48" radial arm
drill. (3) stand grinders. (3) sanders.(1) industrial 12"
table saw, (1) Cordax layout machine w/computer +
various steel duckvvork + various steel smoke hoods
+ steel stairways and platforms + misc rubber hose
+ steel shelving and storage racks + hydraulic hose
machine w/hose cutter + misc rubber belt conveyors
and conveyor parts + misc pan conveyors + rubber
conveyor belting + misc head/tail pulley assemblies
w/gear reducers + all types of industrial spare parts
(bearings, sprockets, pulleys, hose, valves, pumps,
v-belts, gear boxes) + paint + (3) line paint stripers
w/paint + (4) monorail hoists (2) 5-ton,(2)6-ton + (5)
chain hoist (air electric) + lab equipment + steel tanks
+ steel slide bins + (5) 30-h.p snag grinders wisnap
traps, 30" wheels + PPE (gloves, dust masks, breathtrig hoods) + overhead lighting + 55-gal drum feeder
, high voltage switchgear + (2) portable buildings,
wood, 10' x 12' + (1) stationary building. metal 10' W
x 20' L x 8' + portable oil storage building (metal)
large + portable oil storage building (metal) small +
12) 500 gal fuel tanks, double wall (1) w/pump + (1)
300 gal fuel tank, double wall w/pump + (2) fork lift
propane tank storage racks + (1) 150 h p. fan
w/motor + (1) 75 h.p fan w/2 motors + (1) steam
cleaner + (1) Marley open cooling tower wit h.p. fan
+ lot of misc window air conditioners
LUNCH AVAILABLE • NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
Complete settlement day ot auction Payable in Cash.
Cashier check or Personal Check with Current Bank Letter
of Credit guaranteeing payment made to Doug Taylor
Auction Service required by all persons not personally
known by auction Company

FOR Rent in Hardin 3
bedroom brick house 2
bath fully carpeted large
yard gas neat rent $375
month plus deposit Call
731-885-0436 for an appointment to see Available
March 8
THE Summit-Panama City
Beach, FL Gulf- front
Condo, sleeps 6. 11th
floor, 2 pools. arcade and
more Beautiful unit waiting for you Must be 25 to
make reservations I D required Call Julie at 7679199 for rates and save
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
A1.1. SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC 4 month old, Smal
miniature.
Red
Male
Dachshund, will make a

I 40

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

,. (Tarz.4
,„ 9oug
"--....--..-

AUCTION SERVICE
200 Adkins Lane lir'
Puryear, TN 38251
1731(247-3784
....-:----

e-mail dougtaylor@wk.net
visit website at www.douglaylorauction com
Doug Taylor
Beth Taylor
Auctioneer
App. Auctioneer
Tn. Lie. #2027
Tn. Lie. #4664
Firm #1782
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
"TIME Aim MI ILO AI% a_ imonaPairilic
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

AKC German Sheppard
Guard dog Black & Red,
Proven
$350.
stud
(731)642-3960
AKC German Sheppard 14
to 16 weeks old all German line, very nice $350.
(731)642-3960
AKC German Sheppard
male 2 1/2 years old, black
& tan. Great for protection
$350.(731)642-3960
AKC Registered Saint Bernard puppies, will be 6
weeks old 03-27-2003.
$300.00 each 759-2484,
CHIHUAHUA pups, long
hair & short hair. $250$275. Papillon pups, $200$350.(270) 382-2831

SAT. MARCH 8TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN This AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKROES - TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS... TO MAYRELI&KY
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 5TH - 6TH - 7TH
STAFF 8 LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL.
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT!
Only Farm Related Items Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn Tires, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Only Accent Items That In Ow Discretion Are Saleable
Please Have Patience With Us....Again This
Year. Road Construction Is In Progress
Near The Entrance Of The Fairgrounds...

JAMES R. CASH
11,504.1CTIONEER IS REAL ESTATE

RC1

BROKER 1
FANCY FARM,KY.270-623-8466 'T
IR
THE SELLING MACHINE-

Apartments For Rent

FORREST View Apart- VERY roomy 2BR. 2Ba
ments 1213 N 16th St. with garage appliances
no* accepting applications furnished. 1 year lease, 1
for 2br townhouses, basic month deposit. no pets
rent 5345/ month Call Call 753-2905
753-1970 Leave Mes
sage Equal Housing OpMouses For Rent
portunity
IN country. 2 lbr apartments. Completely furnished on 4 acres, 1 3/4 miles
from Kentucky Lake. With
option to buy (270)436E105 after 5pm
NEAR University-Extra
large 2B/R apt Large living room Kitchen-dinette
combo Central elec H/A
Range, refrigerator, disposer. dishwasher,washerdryer hookup $200 Dep0s11-5350 Mo. ($250 1st
mo.) 753-4560 M-F 9-5

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

2 Bedroom C1-1/A Wash
er & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174
2/38R 2 Bath, Hwy 80 &
Wadesboro
Road.
$350p/mo 489-2617
2BR. lb. C/H/A, $500
month + deposit, 1 year
lease. 1703 Ryan 7520296
3 BR House S650 per
month. deposit +reference
required 753-4109 after
5_00 p.m.
COZY Cottage on KY
Lake with beautiful view
Dock. Deep waler: 8375
month Washer & Dryer included 435-4010
HAZEL 2br $300 a month
Deposit. lease. references
492-8526

Gerry Puck en•Jacquelyn %anon •Patty Butler
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th Si. Suite 11
3Y0, 2 story 1.v/wrap
porch, 3br, 3 bath, 3220 sq
tt on 5 acres in Marshall
County, custom cabinets
Relocating
throughout
354-9703
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
sale Lynnville KY area
382-2600
HOUSE For Sale 402/404
S 6th Street Great rental
investment recently updated with (2) living quarters 753-8181 753-0589

1

Sport Utility Vehicles
12
1990 4-Runner
Alpine Cd.
Ultra Wheels. AC
753-1606

1996 Blazer 5-10 2dr, 4
wheel drive, white with
gray cloth, high mileage
but too many new parts to
list 55.800 OBO 7593190
Used Cars
1989 Nissan Sentra High
miles, great campus car,
must sell $750.00
767-9609
2000 Kia Sephia, 4dr, LS,
Loaded, 27K, $4,500 5273278
96 FORD TAURUS
Real nice, well serviced.
52.738 actual miles, can
be seen at 1564 Mockingbird or call 753-3219
Priced at $4.800
96 Taurus GS
4-door,31_, 77K
759-0820
Vans
95
Pontiac
Transport
$4,100 Call 474-8872 or
559-2350
500
Used Trucks
1983 Chevy Blazer, 4WD,
Full-size, New Trans. New
Mtr $2000 OBO 4362173
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
4x4, 3/4 ton $4,000 obo
492-8755

2001 Dodge Dakota 4x4
753-5626
510
Campers

Lots For Sale

me war wv.j.aorstesr-c.m.s1.- dael1.7
Apartments For Rent

Global Mortgage Link

20 Rolls of Round Bale
Hay $23 each Call 7530672 & leave phone #

COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

LOTS for sale on Hwy
280 and Reiman Rd eas
of Murray Some directly
across from East Elementary For more information
call 753-8151 or 753-5976

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE
206/208 E. Poplar
Phone # On Signs
450
Farms For Sale
APPROX 62 Acres with 2
BR. 1 BA House Barn
mostly
Crop
Land
$142.000 PH (270) 753569 •r (931) 206-3361

Homes For Sate

YOL' SHOW US.
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income hotory
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgoing progi,oi
•Excellent used rate 30 yr.

2000 Silvered° 2500 ext
cab. LS. 2WD, power,
cruise, CD. 42,XXX miles,
$21,500.Day 762-6285

BEG Black Angus Bull
3yr. Bo Pat Architect
Breeding,, 753-8965
WANT to buy good trail
ridden Quarter Horse
Gelding 142 to 15 hands
437-4519 or 522-3077
430
Real Estate

460

Your Home Imptovetnent Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINIATURE Pinchers. 7
weeks old. Champion
Bloodline (731) 584-1023
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
390
Livestock & Supplies

)

( .111b.i...ICTII4CAII%1

1.11
Homes For Sae

2000 Ford F-150 Extend
Cab 4dr, short bed, V-8.
Auto, 68,xxx miles Priced
$11.750 759-1457

Window
Treatments Cushions, Pillows Home Decor items
Also offering custom made
clothing and monogramming Sewing by Steven
753-6361

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes add on's
garages.
pole barns decks.
vinyl siding
Home & Mobile Hri
repair
Water damagr
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353
ALTERNATOR & Starter
Repairs. Corner of 94E/Indi %trial Rd 339-9358

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113

1 12 Story. 5 BR, Frame
House
Gilbert & 3rd
Street
Hazel,
KY
$18.000 489-2174, 489- AFFORDABLE Mower re2363
pair, tillers go carts etc
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600 Spring Tuneup Specials
sq ft on 2 wooded acres 436-2867
quiet setting North of Mur- ALUMINUM Vinyl Siding &
ray, 10x20 Front Porch, Trim Reasonable rates
12x12 deck 753-4690 local labor Honest crews
Leave Message
436-2122

in stock.
#1 & #2 available in moat colors

Phone (270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insur
ed. 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds, carport atics.
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

WE SERVICE

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop-Before You Buy'

A

Tree Sen•ice
cr74*-1r 270-753-2555
, S00-61 1-6854

On The Square • Murray
(2701 753-1713

FREE Puppies, mother is
a great pyrenees Born Januray 13th Will be a big
dogs 436-2293

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

'

Luke

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

• CARPET

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• FroV-.

Swat'Vie*

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!

37
Over 34 Year:
E728

Visit Our Showroom Today

0

m

(270)759-1515

Ficisci Rot 1500 fall

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

BARROW'S
Lawn & Lawiscaping
Landscape Installation & Maintenance
Lama Mowing •Sodding
- Service Contracts Available - 4g
Phone 759-8705
Cell Phone 836-7389

Owner: Landon Barrow

Check usus out on the Web!
SALE

GOODIES

YARD SALE

Nerving A). IN

67-9036

Quality References Available

Statewide
Classifieds
ANTIQUE
•ANTIQUE
SHOW'
Saturday, March 8, 2003. 9
am-5 pm at East Hardin
Middle
School,
192
College Street, Glendale,
KY Exit 86 off of 85
Antiques,
collectibles,
crafts/gift items For, more
information 270-862-4321,
270-369-6188
BUILDINGS
•BUILDING SALEE-Rock
Bottom Prices'" Beat Next
Prie Increase 20x24
52.800 00 25x30
S3 800 00 30x40
$5,100 00 32x44
$6.400 00 35x50
$6.800 00 Many Others
1-00-668-5422
PioneerEsince 1980
FOR SALE

SEWERS - Huge Sale lots of fabric.
patterns, trims, crafts. notions, Holley
Lock Serger, work station etc.
759-2153

•BUY FACTORY DIRECTVVOLFF TANNING BEDS
Payments from 525/Month
Free Color Catalog. Call
today
1-800-842-1310
www np etstan corn

Call for
apptidirections
759-4953 after
9 a.m.
Thurs. thru Sun.
Household items
furniture. couches
'ables, chairs. knick
knacks, dishes too
much to list

1014 Sharpe
across from
Heritage Federal
Bank
Fri. & Sat.

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Furniture, antiques
books, iron patio set.
china. glassware.
.,ntage stuff from attic
TV. mahogany bed
and dresser.

CHURCH GROUP
YARD SALE
203 S. 4th St. - in
Basement
Thurs. 6th & Fri. 7th
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Furniture. lots of

clothes(kids &
Adults) toys,
books, lots of misc
Something for
everyone

Lenora Loved the convemence of
aeheert+wnq her earale 'ale re the

Ledger &Times
Classifieds

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!
. •.'

00

Your Yard Sale 3 Times and
1x2 ad 25___WQRILMAX.
1 insertion
2 insertion,
3 insertion,
Ads must he paid in °thane,

::

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Classified Departincilt

994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile
:ustom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

Friday & Saturday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

YARD SALE

II. Sistce /979

TOM (I'VAINCE
=EMI CONTRACTING

•St BUYS $20.000 LIFE
INSURANCE for 3-months
for children. 1 -month for
adults No medical exam
Free info 1-800-477-9113
(www.dollarlife corn)

100 Fox Meadows Lot C-2

INSIDE
MOVING SALE

XL

and Rip Rap Installed
•Septic S,)stenn. & Seuer lane.
,
/
1
4 Repaired

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILF.•VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET -4

GARAGE

kr.I,C I k‘k

• Roof Drain.. Di%

•

CGVIRING

6e, I IR Wei SOUlt Of lure,to Tom Tpflix

41**,

al.14.1ZIAW144.4.1.:11AD
WATERPROOFING
& SEPTIC SYSTEMS
• B1iseniciii. .Iiki

ni t
CARPET
&R.

•

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

jerri
7146k../1.--

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging-Tilling
270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163

Order by 11 a.m. &
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Dri‘ev.a!,s
I )avid Borders

Roofing
Metal
manufacture Buy direct.

We : :w

pick up next day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile HOMeN
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
•Acid (leaning Available

AFFORDABLE

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULFree Column
ING cleaning out sheds.
gutters, junk, tree work
436-2867
2 yr old. Golden Retrieve
mix, sprayed, shots, very
A-1 Tree Service
loving, good with children
Stump Removal
492-8533
492-8737

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns. Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

"We Specialize in Cleaning

530
Services Offered

1990 Pace Arrow motor
SHUPE Nurseries
home. 34 ft. Excellent con
Landscaping & Design
dition, very clean, wel
service
maintained. 65k miles. 12
Sedalia, KY
mo. warranty Sleeps 6 2
(270) 3213-8488
A/C, 35K BTU furnace.
SPRING
is almost here'
Generator.
Microwave,
gas range. range hood, I will mow and trim your
lawn Give me a call
oven. 8 cu ft refrig / freezer. 2 twin beds cony to 753-2762
SUREWAY
king bed. Front and rear
TREE SERVICE
color TV, AM/FM cassette
Stump Removal
stereo, 10 disc CD player,
Insured with full line of
VCR. TV antenna, satellite
equipment
ready. Large bathroom
Free estimates
with tub/shower New tires.
753-5484
Price $23,999. (270)759WALTERS
1600
x102
(Days).
CONTRACTING
(270)436-2983 (Evenings.
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
weekends)
Siding. Addition and Re1995 Pop Up Stove, Re- modeling Quality Work
frigerator. Sink Excellent Over 30 Years Expericondition $1,950 210- ence Gerald Walters
7534174
2592
WANTED
Yards to Mow
Services Offered
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
A
affordable
hauling
If interested Call
cleaning out garages, at
753-8101
tics, gutters, junk, tree
Rabbits for sale
work 436-5141

437-3044
Free Estimates
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*OUTDOOR CAREERS
Hiring
Field
Crew
Foremen
Benefits/Co
Truck/Bonuses
Tough
Job-Great Company. Must
enjoy physical outdoor
work, possess strong leadership skills, have a good
driving record, and be flexible to travel to various
work locations in Kentucky
and
Mid-east
States
OSMOSE, INC Call TollFree for information 1877-676-6731
EOE
M/F/DN www osmose corn
*TEACH IN FLORIDA
Attend the Florida TeachIn, June 16-18, Hyatt
Orlando. Districts and
schools
will interview
teachers. Call 800-8322435
or
www TeachInFlonda com
*TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED April 15th. 2003
to January 31. 2004 $7.07
per hour Guaranteed 75%
of the workdays of the
employment period Tools,
and equipment provided
without cost. Free housing
provided to those living
beyond the recruiting area
Paid transportation and
subsistence expenses to
work site to non-resident
workers when 50% of the
contract is completed
Apply to Department for
Employment
Services.
1000 W. Main Street. Suite
is 5, Georgetown. KY
40324

*COMPLETE DIRECTORY
OF KENTUCKY NEWSPAPERS is available for $25
from
Kentucky
Press
Association,
101
Consumer Lane Frankfort
KY 40601 Price includes •WE ARE EXPANDING
shipping and handling
OUR SALES FORCE We
offer. A nationally adver*FREE 2 ROOM DIRECTV
tised health product. that is
SYSTEM
INCLUDING
a
household
name
INSTALLATION' 3 months
Nationally advertised TV
Free HBO & Cinemax-$66
Leads 15 confirmed leads.
value' Access 225+ chanNO Weekends, Health
nels' Digital-quality picInsurance. Earn $800ture/sound
Packages
$1.200/week lust .11ke Ken
531 99/rno Limited Offer
T did He did 9 demos x
1-800-208-4617
S50 per demo base$450.
3 Sales. 2 Deliveries/comHELP WANTED
mission
earned$650
•AVON-Entrepreneur want- Totaling$1.100 51.100ed Must be willing to work lust by following our proven
whenever you want be system If you are looking
your own boss and enjoy for a career call 24-7 for
unlimited earnings Let's additional information le) 1talk 888-942-4053
877-392-4980
•HOVE BASED BUSI- *$$$
WEEKLY
55$
NESS-Put your computer Distributing Merchandise
to work Earn up to 51.500 on eBay We supply prodpermonth PT 55.0-00 uct No inventory No expeper/month FT Free infor- rience required Call today
mation booklet Call 1-800- for more info 1-800-568315-7435
or
1636 Ext 4763
www work41self net
MEDICAL
*IDEAL GIFTS by FRIENDLY has openings for party
plan advisors Call at4put
our
NEW
Manager
Program
Decor, Gifts.
Toys
Cash.
Trips
Recognition
1 - 8 00 - 4 8 8 • 4 8 7 5
AiWYV fnendlyhome com

-MEDICARE PATIENTS
USING
INHALERS
Alb,uterol-AtroventCombivent-SereventAzmacort-Flovent
and
Others Having Difficulty?
Breathe
Again
Easy
Medicare covered liquid
therapy may be available if
you qualify MED-A-SAVE
I -800-22419t9
ext
K Y0903

Murray Ledger & Fimes
Classifieds
270-753-1916
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Statewide
CIassitied%

REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
•BY OWNER Beautiful
12 3 acres completely
fenced, pond, remodeled
two bedroom. two bath
trailer Delacried two car
garage in Richardsville
$89500 Can 270 5354129
OPENING •GRAND
MARCH 15 & 16 LAKE
CUMBERLAND KY 1st
time onered to the pub(ic
Lake front views access
huge
Gorgeous views
hardwoods exc location
New western red cedar
sided homes starting at
$79.900(complete) Larger
acreage's & log home
Exc
packages
avail
Financing Call i8001 7709311 ext 894

'LAKE BARGAIN $24,900.
Free covered boat slip!
Gently sloping lake view
parcel wince mix of low
rolling meadows & trees
Abuts national forest on
35.000 acre recreational
lake in Tenn Paved roads,
sewer,
more
water,
Excellent financing Call
now 1-800-704-3154. ext.
348
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
'DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
ACADEMY-16 bay CDL
AND HAZ/MAT TRAINING.
Free Job-Placement &
Refresher Courses. Travel
for a Living.
1-800-883-0171
DELTAACADEMY.COM
.DRIVER -SIGN -ON
BONUS Plus Top Pay.
Home most weekends,
Flatbed experience a plus.
Meals, lodging, transportation. 6 months experience
required. M-F, 7a-5p, Sat.
800-441-4271
8a-12:p.
ext.-ET135.
•1 YEAR EXPERIENCE
PAYS $.37/mile for company driver and more experimore.
pays
ence
-OWN-E-R,LOPE-RAT0-P S
$.90/mile! Make • more!
Heartland Express 1-800441-4953 www.heartlandexpress.com
'ATTENTION, 15 DAY
Top
CDL TRAINING
National Carriers are hiring
our graduates. No experience necessary! Learn to
drive and earn big bucks
plus benefits. 1-L800-6073545.
Owner
'DRIVERS:
Operators,OTR & Drivers,
Small Fleets Welcomed,
53' Vans & 48' Flatbeds,
&
.Mileage-Pay-Loaded
L&N
Empty.
Transportation, Inc. 800663-7126, Louisville. KY.

Mainly
Drivers
FLIP FLOP-CDI is now hir- ,MidwestBoutheastISouth
ing
company
r'Owner No unloading No Now
Operators 'Singles and York City Late Model
Teams 'Loads with miles Conventional Condos 2
available immediately, Ask years OTR with Hazmat
about our spouce-training Pay all miles 800-896program Call 1 -800-CFI- 8118 8 am- 5 pm CDT
Omaha. NE
DRIVE www cfidrive corn

'CATCH YOU ON THE •OTR

COVENANT
•DRIVER
OPERATORS
•OWNER
TRANSPORT Hiring
Tired of high fuel prices
Experienced Teams Solos
inconsistent miles?
Trainers
0.0. and
and
Roehl offers fuel surSolos..leams 83c We are
charges and fuelltireparls
looking for experienced
discounts Very competidisrun
priority
to
teams
mileage pay Call 800tive
patch Call 1 -888-MORE 393-8481 or click on $S$
PAY (1-888-667-37291
www roehl net $$$
•DRIVER-Want to be a
YOUR FEET ON
'PLANT
Truck Driver? 35K-42K 1st
SOLID GROUND J B Hunt
Year Get a CDL License
Transport, America's leadand a Great Job in 16 ing carrier, is now hiring in
Days. Call now' 1-800-398your area' Since 1969,
9908.
we ve been providing pro•DRWER/OWNER OPER- fessional drivers with
ATORS: $2000 Sign-On unmatched stability and
Bonus. Call today. Start the best driving lob in the
Great industry Earnings up to 41
Monday!
Freight/Miles. Must have cents per mile No hassle
CDL-A and 1 year OTR. weekly pay-you'll get your
Call 800-473-5581 or apply money without waiting tor
www.roberson- the bills of lading to come
online
drivers.corn,E0E.
in New Freightliner con'DRIVERS AT ROEHL ventionals with an option
Averaged $46,457 in 2002. for permanent assignment
Great Home Time Top Home every 14 days-earn
Benefits and Pay. Class A 2 days off for 7 on the road
Hazmat Above average miles
with
CDL
School Complete benefits you cusRequired.
Graduates Welcome. Also tomize to fa your needs. An

0/0's E.O.E. 877-8657989 www_roehl.net
NORTH
*DRIVERS.
American Van Lines has
openings in Logistics.
Household Goods and
Flatbed divisions. Minimum
of 6 months over the road
tractor trailer experience
required depend on fleet.
Tractor program available.
800-348-2147 Dept. KYS.
OWNER
'DRIVERS:
OPERATORS! LOCAL&
Long
Regional
Haul/GREAT Hometime &
Miles! Terminal Pay! Call
TODAY for Details: 800490-5248.
Owner
Operators; OTR & Drivers,
Small Fleets Welcomed,
53' Vans & 48' Flatbeds,
&
Mileage-Pay-Loaded
L&N
Empty.
Transportation, Inc. 800663-7126, Louisville, KY.
•DRIVERS:TUITION-PAID
TRAINING.. No Credit
Checks!. No Co-Signer
Needed! Why not start a
great career? Company
sponsored training programlawnediate full benefits package VCIasses
weekly
starting _

environment of safety and
respect. Don't settle for
less than what you
deserve-be assured of a
weekly paycheck that will
cash! Call 7days a week to
expedite your application:
1-800-2JB-HUNT EOE.
Subject to drug screen.
Experience required.
'START 2003 With Epes.
Weekends
Home
Company Drivers up to
$.36 (includes bonuses):,
Owner Operators $83 plus
surcharge wf7 incentives
saving additional $9.5/mile.
CDL-A,2 years OTR experience required. 1-800948-6766, www.epestransportcom.
WANTED TO BUY
•QWANTED TO BUY:
FOUR WHEELER CLUB
wants to buy immediately
some rough cheap land,
have cash, Large or small
tract OK. (270) 683-0690
or 270-929-6095.

Experienced Team/Drivers
Needed ASAP! School

First Come
First Serve

Grads Welcome! • Call .
Tracy 800-553-2778 EOE
CAST www.JoinCRST corn

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Please
No Phone Calls

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
'HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. March
7. 2003: Opportunities strike left and right, taking
you in new directions. Reveal more of
what you want. Verbalizing will • help
make it a reality. You will be unusually
successful professionally, with the possibility of a pay raise and a promotion.
Making decisions comes easily, especially when dealing with health and work
matters. You often might be more confused than you realize. If you are single,
you will meet someone quite special
between fall and your birthday. If you are
attached, your relationship evolves
because of your ability to internalize. suggestions. Share more of your dreams
with your sweetie. Make them happen
together. TAURUS keeps you talking.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Deal with money matters headon. You could find that you hit extremes
and often are pulled in very :different
directions. The issue for you is merging
opposite interests- into a satisfactory
agreement. Use your negotiating talents.
Tonight: Indulge yourself. •
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Use your strong personality to
handle chaos, which seems to naturally
erupt both personally and professionally.
You might find ways of making everyone
happy, producing a win-win situation.
Don't hesitate to use your charisma and
personality. Tonight:. WhateVer you
want.

•:

•
GEMINI(May 21-June 20) .
*."*.Take your time dealing with a loved
one or a friend: This person .has strong
feelings. You come from a good place.
but communicating it right now could be
a lot different. Take your time investigating new facts. Get a consensus, if possible. Tonight: Sleep rather than play.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*
* Keep your focus, especially
regarding finances. Realize your limits
within your budget. You might push way
too often to have things tumble the way
you want. Extremes hit within a partnership. Indulge another and let his or her
feelings run with the moment Tonight.
Join your pals.
Leg (July 23-Aug. 22)
-114*-* Step into the limelight. You know
what needs to happen with.a boss or an
authority figure. You could feel as if
everyooe is tugging'on you. You might

not have the control you want. Just be
your optimistic self, and you will see a
turnaround_ Tonight: A must show.
VIRGO (Aug..23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out for someone at a distance. Whether you're seeking out information or trying something totally different, you learn a lot. Remember,everyone
has unique qualities. Learn from other
styles. You instinctively understand
where someone is coming from. Tonight:
Read between the lines.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deal on an individual level
with different associates. You discover
that others have different ideas and
needs. The true test will be whether you
can integrate everyone's agendas successfully. Take off your rose-colored
glasses. Tonight: Happy at home with a
friend or loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take your time with your dealings involving others.'You could easily
find yourself conflicted and not exactly
sure which direction to head in. Let
someone who wants to be the big chief
make the necessary decisions. Flow with
news. Tonight: Keep on yessing an associate.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might not be exactly sure
what you want, but current events help
you determine what you don't desire.
Keep gathering information, especially if
you think you cannot grasp what is happening_ You'll know when you have the
right answer. Tonight: Do your thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be a problem-solver. Don't
assume that anything is insurmountable.
Consider your options with a monetary
matter. Walk in the other direction if you
think ideal is too good to be trite. You
ate probably • right.. A partner might be
overly -willful. Tonight: Start enjoying
your weekend.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. .18)
*** Understand that Someone close
might not be trying to be difficult but is
attempting to flash some reality into your
life. Your expectations could vary
depending on a partner and how enthusiastic he or she is. Be practical today.
Tonight: Buy a new CD on the way
home.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might not be as anchored
as you would like to be. Review a decision carefully with an associate who
tends to give you good information.
Think positively. Know when to defer to
someone else Return calls. Reach out for
others. Tonight: Where the action is.

Israeli army operation in Gaza kills 11 Palestinians
GAZA CITY, Gaza City (AP)A missile fired from an Israeli helicopter killed at least II Palestinians
on Thursday while they watched
-firefighters Put out a fire in the
Jabalya refugee camp in Gaza, witnesses and hospital officials said.
More than 100 people were wounded.
The Israeli military operation in
Gaza came hours after a Palestinian
suicide bombing on a bus in the
northern city of Haifa killed 15

Israelis and wounded dozens.
The army did not immediately
-comment on reports of the missile
attack_
A gun battle had erupted in
Jabalya during an overnight Israeli
operation in the refugee camp, witnesses said, and continued as troops
pulled out of the area and withdrew
into an alley.
The troops fired tank shells and
heavy machine guns. A helicopter
hovering overhead fired missiles,
hitting a group of people who were
watching the firefighters at work.
"Until now, we have II killed
and more than 100 wounded,
among them 30 are in very critical
condition, in a new massacre committed against the citizens of
Dr. Moawia
Jabalya," said
Hassanen, chief of emergency services at Shifa Hospital in Gaza City.
Earlier, two other Palestinians
were killed during the army's operation in Gaza. The army blew up
two buildings, including one
belonging to a Hamas activist.
A Reuters TV cameraman • and
photographer wee among the
wounded.

Jack Parr
hospitalized
in Conn.
GREENWICH,Conn.(AP)
Late-night television pioneer
Jack Paar has been admitted to a
Connecticut hospital for an
undisclosed illness.
"I can confirm he is a patient
and he is in fair condition," said
George Pawlush, director of public
at Greenwich
Hospital.
USA
Today
reported
Wednesday that Paar had suffered a stroke over the weekend.
Pawlush said Wednesday that
Paar had been in the hospital for
about 10 days, tut could not disclose any other information.
Paar, 84, had quadruple
bypass surgery in 1999.
He became host of NBC's
"The Tonight Show" in 1957. He
announced that he was leaving
the show in February 1960, but a
month later, the network managed to lure him back. Paar left in
1962. Johnny Carson subsequently took over.

BRENNAN LINSLEY/AP Photo
MEMORIAL ... Young Israelis embrace at a makeshift memorial on the site where fifteen people

were killed a day earlier when a Palestinian bomber blew up a city bus full of passengers, in
Haifa, Israel, Thursday, March 6, 2003. A number of high school students are among the dead.
Israel has stepped up its operations in the Gaza Strip since midFebruary, when Hamas claimed
responsibility for blowing up a tank
and killing its four-man crew. Days

later a gunman killed a soldier.
Since then, the army has raided
several Gaza Strip towns and cities,
including Hamas strongholds, in
what it says is a hunt for militants

and fugitives. More than 50
Palestinians, including militants
and at least eight civilians, have
been killed in more than a dozen
raids.

University of Tennessee
looks to reduce budgets
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)- Eliminating faculty
positions, cutting academic and athletic programs and
watching thermostats were among plans presented
Wednesday by the heads of the University of
Tennessee's four main campuses to reduce their
budgets by a requested 9 percent next year.
The chancellors of UT-Chattanooga, UT-Martin,
UT-Memphis and UT-Knoxville Provost Loren
Crabtree each gave broad accounts of their anticipated cuts to the system's Board of Trustees during its
annual winter meeting.
Without getting too specific, the chancellors
announced cuts totaling about $30.75 million that
would include eliminating approximately 133 faculty
positions and freezing 30 others. Up to 30 staff positions at UT-Memphis also would be cut.
UT President John Shumaker said more detailed
plans would occur after Gov. Phil Bredesen presents
his state budget Monday.
Bredesen asked both the UT system and the
Tennessee Board of Regents system for the cuts as he
works to reduce an • anticipated $780 million state
budget deficit for the 2004 fiscal year. which begins
July 1.

At UT-Knoxville, Crabtree said four unnamed academic programs would likely be cut to save $1.9 million, eliminating 28 staff positions. About 450 undergraduate and graduate students would be affected.
The remainder of the campus' $15 million in cuts
would come from reducing support services, travel,
information technology and equipment upgrades,
among other things. Crabtree said one area that
wouldn't be cut is the university's library.
"We want to protect essential functions, and Tor a
research university like ,Knoxville, our library is an
essential function," Crabtree said.
At UT-Chattanooga, Chancellor Bill Stacy said he
plans to eliminate two current sports programs and
defer two women's sports programs that were to
begin next year. About 30 faculty positions also
would be frozen and the school's occupational therapy program eliminated.
"When you get into a room and see kids crying, get
letters from people in the community who used the
serYices, those are the hard choices," he said of cutting the therapy program.
Total cuts at UT-Chattanooga are expected to be
$3.75 million.

Czech Republic concert
scheduled for March 7
Jitro, a girls' choir from the
Czech Republic, will be in concert
at the Krider Performing Arts
Center, 650 Volunteer Drive, Paris,
Tenn., 7:30 PM, March 7.
Jitro is a structured organization
with over 500 students age 5-17 in
four choirs. The top 25 students will
be on the Paris tour, which comes
between concerts at Lambuth
University in Jackson and First
Presbyterian Church in Nashville.
The choir members are trained
to follow a lifestyle befitting the
demands of performing artists. In
addition to a rigorous rehearsal
schedule. the students are trained to
look after younger members. While
in Paris, the students will be staying
in the homes of Arts Council board
members and others in the community.
The choir, which operates in the

Be a
Hometown
Hero.
Give to the
United Way

4

city of Hradec Kralove, is directed
by Dr. Jiri Skopal. Since 1980, Jitro
has toured in Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Greece, Holland, Hungary,
Liechtenstein, Poland, Russia.
Spain, the United States and
Yugoslavia.
Their repertoire includes oratorios, spirituals, folk songs and contemporary music, performed in a
number of languages. Jitro's
accompanist is Michal Chrobak.
Advance tickets are available at
the Paris Civic Center on Volunteer
Drive, Jack Jones Flowers and Gifts
and AmSouth Bank -both on the
Court Square in Paris. Tickets also
will be available at the door. All
seats are $5.
For further information, contact
the Paris-Henry County Arts
Council at (731)642-11955.

Bv BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

SHIPPING OUT ... Special projects coordinator for the
Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross, Jan
Basile helps box up stacks of books to be sent to troops in
the Middle East. Over 400 books were donated. The
Calloway County Public Library will continue accepting
them until the end of March.

Murray Tourism attends gubernatorial forum
• Ryan Ray, executive director,

and Kelli Petermeyer, convention
and event coordinator, both of the
Murray Tourism Commission,
attended the 2003 Tourism Issues
Forum with Kentucky's candidates
for governor Wednesday to show
their support for the'industry.
More than 350 tourism professionals from across the state and 30
representatives from the state legislature attended the forum to hear six
of the eight gubernatorial candidates
give their thoughts on the future of
tourism in Kentucky. The' candi. -

dates

present

included

Ben

Chandler, Rebecca Jackson, Bruce
Lunsford, Virgil Moore, Steve Nunn
and Jody Richards.
--Tourism is a major revenuegenerating industry, bringing billions into Kentucky. This forum was
an important reminder to the legislators and gubernatorial candidates of
tourism's economic impact," said
Ray.
The event took place at the
Capital Plaza Civic Center in
Frankfort and kicked tiff with a barbecue and bourbon-tasting recep-

tion. The main purpose of the
evening was to show the importance
of tourism to communities of all
sizes.
With state budget cuts at hand,
the industry made a stand concerning its need for funding. Tourism is
the third largest industry in
Kentucky, bringing in $8.8 billion
per year to the state's economy. In
Calloway County alone, tourism
brought in nearly $24 million and
supported 499 Jobs in 2000.
The forum was sponsored by the
Keaucky Tourism Council.

DR. GOTT

1

t

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 77 years old
and for the last few years have had
spells of a rapid, irregular pulse that
are associated with generalized weakness, a rise in my blood pressure and
lightheadedness. I take Micronase for
my diabetes and digoxin and
propanolol for my heart. My doctor is
puzzled. Can you help?
DEAR READER: From the limited
information you supply, I conclude
that your pulse problem is the cause
• of your symptoms.
'As a diabetic, you are at high risk of
developing arteriosclerotic heart dis,
ease, in which the arteries to the
heart muscle become increasingly
obstructed, depriving the muscle of
oxygen. This ischemia ilow oxygen
may not lead to the pain of angina, but
it may predispose you to random
bursts of rapid heart rate, causing cir ,
culatory disturbances. These may be

high blood pressure
to compensate for poor circulation,
weakness and light•headedness.
Although you are receiving medication to strengthen and regulate your
heart, I suspect that your are having

experienced as

breakthrough palpitations and

weak

heart action.
Ask your doctor to order two tests:
holter monitoring and a stress test.
During the holter monitoring, your
pulse is recorded on a continuous cardiogram for 24 hours. If you experience pulse irregularities, the type can
be identified and your medicine
changed or altered to treat it.
During a stress test, the physician
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obtains a cardiogram while you exercise on a treadmill Strenuous activity
often triggers pulse irregularities in
patients with coronary artery disease.
Again, this test will enable your doctor
to define the status of your cardiac
circulation

This

information could

lead to future, more complex
investigations, such as coronary
angiography, a special procedure to
document arterial blockages.
Inasmuch as your physician seems
puzzled by your symptoms, you may
request a second opinion from a cardiwell

ologist. Such a specialist, after reviewing your medical history and previous
testing, should be able to advise you
about how to proceed.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to -Mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: What is the latest
word on RU-486?
DEAR READER: Marketed as
Mifeprex, this antiprogestin drug
(used in conjunction with Cytotec),
has recently been approved by the
,Food and Drug Administration for termination of pregnancy of 49 days or
less.

I won't bore you with the pharmacology of the product, nor will I
engage in any polemic about the
moral overtones of its use. Rather, I
will quote the conclusions published
in the Medical Letter, a reliable
source of information about drugs and
therapeutics. "A single oral dose of
Mifeprex followed by a single oral
dose of Cytotec can terminate early
intrauterine pregnancy in about 95
percent of women. The main adverse
effects are transient abdominal pain
and one to two weeks of bleeding.
Curettage (0 and C) may be needed
to control bleeding or, after treatment
failure, to terminate the pregnancy."

DEAR ABBY_ My fifth wedding an e-mail Mother had sent to my
anniversary is coming soon. I was aunt. In it, Mom wrote that she
looking forward to it until last night I "can'ttake it any longer" and finally
took my children to visit their daddy talked to a divorce lawyer. She
at his office. He is usually happy to plans to file for divorce as soon as
see us We found him eating his din- my brother graduates from high
school. She doesn't want us kids to
ner in the company's break mom. •
We were enjoying a pleasant con- know because my brotbe) needs to
versation when suddenly a female keep his grades up so he can get
co-worker burst in and began telling into a good college, and she knows
a story. This woman, "Carmen," is the news would upset us
But that wasn't the worst part.
very voluptuous and extroverted.
My husband started laughing like Mom went on to say she had concrazy at Carmen's funny story - fessed to our priest that she's been
which I didn't find amusing at all. having an affair with a co-worker!
But it didn't bother me until my Mom reads your coluasn every day,
husband came home from work and so please give us some good advice.
we started getting ready for bed. He If she reads this letter and your
began repeating this "funny" story reply, maybe it would help her
he heard at work. When I told him I reconsider what she's doing.
HOPING TO SAVE MY PARENTS'
was there when Carmen told it, he
MARRIAGE IN GEORGIA
looked surprised and said, "You
were?"
DEAR HOPING'S MOTHER:
Abby, I was crushed! I had been
in that break room for 15 minutes If this scenario seems strangely
before Carmen came in, and my familiar to you, please know
husband had forgotten all about our that your plans are no longer a
visit. I am trying not to let it bother secret and are causing great
me, but I am 71/2 months pregnant stress to your daughter.
Before you make any lifeand beginning to believe my husband no longer cares for me. What altering decisions,end the affair
and start marriage counseling
should I do?
FEELING BIG AND with your husband. It wouldn't
BROKENHEARTED hurt to begin family counseling
as well.
*4*
• -DEAR-FEELING-BIG AND
BROKENHEARTED: First of
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
all, remember that pregnancy Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
is only temporary, and that Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
many people think there is Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
nothing more beautiful than a Los
Angeles,CA 90069.
pregnant woman. However,
*4*
somehow you are feeling
For an excellent guide to becoming a
threatened. Carmen may be better
conversationalist and • more
bombastic, but if your husband
attractive person, order "How to Be
wanted to share her funny Popular.* Send a business-she, selfd envelope, plus check or
story with you, you should not add
money order for $5 (U.S. funds only) to:
be threatened by one instance
Dear Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box
of short-term memory loss.
447, Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.

,.-1-.411. 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D

NAKE ME ,...4?2

Alm D'D

r IT TOOK ME TWO HOURS
TO GET TO SLEEP!!
_

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. Rub
Williams, chairman of Murray -Calloway County Parks Board. explaining the drawing of-the master plan

(Postage is included.)

**

In the Fourth District-. High
School Basketball Tournament,
Marshall Marshals won over Murray Tigers. High scorers were
Parker for Marshall and Chris
Cheaney for Murray.
Births reported include a girl to

ABOUT IT, I'M NOT
TELLING 'IOUs

East
North
West
South
Pass
2 41
Pass
1
Pass
3+
Pass
3
6
Pass
4V
Opening lead — two of diamonds.

for his failure to think things
through.

Consider the present case where
West led a diamond against six

CATII—IV

hearts. East took dummy's queen
with the ace and returned a club.
South now had many different ways
to play the hand, but he found the
winning route.

HOW 00 400 PRIORITIZE CAREER AND FAMILY?
MATS 'JOUR FtTNESS COMMIT/AENT?

MERE NOUR 41011: INVESTED'
HOW ARE 40t1 &WIN& SACK TO TIE COMMUNITY?
WHAT'S "OUR PROUDEST ACHIEVEMENT OUTSIDE WORK?

Jim West, Murray, Stone and Goheen, Marshall, Carol Parker. Marshall, and Jones, Mayfield.
William R. and Virginia Furches

matter what South did from that
point on, ,the contract would have
failed. By ducking the queen of diamonds, East would have deprived
declarer of a vital entry to dummy's
spades after they had become established.
Moreover, East could tell at trick

one - from examining the dummy,
his own hand and West's deuce of
diamonds opening lead-that ducking the queen of diamonds offered a
far better chance to stop the slam
than did winning the queen with the
ace. The one thing_ East could not
afford to do was to win the opening
lead with the ace and then start to
think of what to do next.

CROSSWORDS
39 Troop truant
40 Crooked
42 Scuffle
43 Bamboo eater
46 Skim milk's
lack
47 *Aladdin"
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MEREDITH 16
; TEETelosl&- WHAT
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CUR-WIPE THE OPENINla
WHERE THE 1BOTH 16
WITH CLEAN GAUZE.
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RIGHT NOW,SHE
OTHERVJI8E,A
lbPICAL ANAESTHRTic PREFERS AN&ER5
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1 Gutter site
5 Lobby
furnishing
9 Golf score
12 Double
13 Comics
penguin
14 Eggs
15 Alt.
16 Lairs
17 Acquire
18 Muckraker
— Tarbell
20 Love in Venice
22 Game-show
host
25 Methods
27 Beowulf's drink

3

Warrior
Princess
51 —out
(used thriftily)
55 Delivery truck
56 Collar or jacket
57 Depend on
58 Compass dir.
59 River tamers
60 Type of lock

DOWN

obliquely

1
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4

5

67

Blake
7 Lots of laughs
8 Ore analysis
9 Comic-strip
possum
10 Declare

8

aro

17

15
16U1U
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19
25
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1 Hot time in
Quebec
2 Leather punch
3 Engage in
nvalry
4 Begrudged
5 Soft drink
6 Unseal, to

38 Yellow Pages
contents
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33 Little devil
34 Cartoon shriek
35 Singer Yoko —
36 Drove a nail
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28 Da oria
29 Main point
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50 years ago
In the Fourth District High

School Basketball Tournament,
Sharpe Green Devils won over
celebrated their 50th wedding anni- Kirksey .Fagle'S an.d Bicwers Redversary Jan. 28 and also celebrating
men won over Calvert City. High
the 50th anniversary of being in team scorers were Bob Barrett for
business as Furches Jewelry for 50 Sharpe, Jimmy Suiter for Kirksey,
years.
Burnett for Brewers and Sewell for
30 years ago
Calvert City.
A nursing loan fund has been esBirths reported include a girl to
tablished at Murray State University Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ray Mathis
in 'memory of Maureen (Molly) and a bo, to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Jones, campus infirmary -nurse, who
Cassity, Feb. 27; a boy to Mr. and
sliest from injuries sustained in an
Mrs. Francis Washington and a boy
automobile accident Feb. 22. It is to to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan,
be known as the Maureen Jones Feb. 28

HAVE 401.1 REFINANCED?
HU DO 4011 HOPE TO BE REMEMBERED?

ACROSS

Memorial Nursing Loan Fund.
Scott Willis, student at Murray
High School And son of Mr. and
Mrs. K.O. Willis, was named one of
the five best actors in the State while
participating in the state' one-Act
play competition in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Rose were
married for 50 years.Fietc.2/...
40 years ago

Published is a picture of a 500gallon moonshine still taken March
ncar Kenlake Boat Dock area,
along with 20 barrels, by Calloway
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman, Deputy
Tiffany and Charles Asher and a Taylor Gooch, Deputy W.O.
girl to Marlena and James Kepner, Spencer' and ABC Representative
March 1; a girl to Miu and Louis Charles Adams. The still had not •
Cheng, March 2
been in operation for some time;
20 years ago
however it was set up to operate on
In the Fourth District High short notice.
School Basketball Tournament at
North Marshall Jets won over
Calloway County High School, Benton Indians to win the champiMurray Tigers won. 54 to 52 over onship of the Fourth District High
Marshall Marshals and Lady Mar- School Basketball Tournament.
shals won 75 to 26 over Mayfield High team scorers were King for
Cardinals. High team scorers were North and Lampkins for Benton.

Play Now, Pay Later

Bridge is not the kind of game
where a defender can play first, think
later and expect to fare well. If he
does,.he will frequently have to pay

1

for the park system at a meeting (.4
the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

DEAR ABBY: I am 15 and in
CONTRACT BRIDGE
tears as I write this. My parents
met in college and married when
Mom got pregnant with my older
brother. They recently celebrated
their 17th anniversary. Lately, it
He took the club return with the
seems all Mom and Dad do is argue. South dealer.
ace, drew trumps, cashed the A-K of
My father's job requires him to work North-South vulnerable.
spades and ruffed a spade. Dummy's
NORTH
long hours and travel a lot, so things
king of diamonds then provided the
•A K J 1043
have been especially stressful.
entry to cash the remaining spades,
•A9
Last weekend, my brother and I
so declarer made the slam for a score
•K Q 10
went to visit our aunt and uncle
of 1,730 points (including 100 honwho live a couple of hours away.
+J2
While I was sitting at their computors).
EAST
WEST
er.e-mailing some friends, I couldn't
Offhand, it might seem that East-,
•Q 9 6
48 5
resist the temptation, SO I pulled up
West were helpless in the matter, but
p7632
V4
that was not really the case. Had the
•A I 3
•9 7 5 2
defense functioned correctly, South
+1087
4K 96 5 4 3
would have lost the slam.
SOUTH
The culprit was East, who should
47 2
not have taken his ace of diamonds at
"PK Q J 1085
trick one. Had he instead played the
•8 6 4
NEL,three on dummy's queen, declarer's
1OU'RE GOING
4A Q
TO BE 5014A-FY
goose would have been cooked. No
The bidding:

TS"Pi
o
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51

52

53

54
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11 Loan figure
19 Mal — mer
21 Chow mein
enhancer
22 Send forth
23 Notice
24 Superman's
attire
25 Neglected, as
a garden
26 Invites
28 Wine labelinto
30 Sioux City site
31 TV
interference
32 Telephone bill
37 Family man
39 Maior highway
41 Increased
42 College deg
43 Improve the
road
44 Melodramatic
cry
45 Less than ten
46 Engine parts
49 Fret letter
50 Name, to
Pierre
52 Mauna —
53 Building wing
54 Pigment

TODAY IN HISTORY,
By The Associated Press
'Ioday is Thursday, March 6. the
65th day of 2003. There are 300
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 6, 1853. Verdi's opera
"La Traviata" premiered in Venice.
Italy.
On this date:
In 1836, the Alamo in San Antonio. Texas, fell to Mexican forces
after a 13-day siege.
In 1857, in its "Died Scott" decision, the Supreme Court held that
Scott, a slave, could not sue for his
freedom in federal court.
In 1981, Walter Cronkite signed
off for the last time as principal anchorman of "The CBS Evening
News."
In 1983, in a case -that drew
much notoriety, a woman in New
Bedford. Mass., reported being
gang-raped atop a pool table in a
tavern called Big Dan's; four men
were later convicted in the attack.
In 1987, 189 people died when
the British ferry Herald of Free Enterprise capsized off the Belgian
port of Zeebrugge.
• Ten years ago: As a standoff at
the Branch Davidian compound
near Waco, Texas, ended its first
week, authorities appealed publicly
to David Koresh and his followers
to give themselves up.
Five years ago: The Army honored three Americans who risked
their lives and turned their weapons
on fellow soldiers to stop the
slaughter of Vietnamese villagers at
My Lai in 1968. A Connecticut
state lottery accountant shot to
death three supervisors and the lottery chief before killing himself.
4 t4 2 4. 6.. 4 2
;f4f
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Still an in uencial voice
By JOHN GEROME
Associated Press Writer
CAMDEN,Tenn.(AP) — Forty
years after country singer Patsy
Cline's career was cut short in a
plane crash near the marshy banks
of the Tennessee River, fans leave
plastic flowers and written messages at the crash site.
"I wish I could of met you,
Patsy.' bne says. "Patsy, you're my
inspiration in music," another
reads.
Cline, a brassy woman who
helped define the emerging
Nashville sound, expressed longing
and heartache in classics such as
"Crazy" and "I Fall to Pieces."
Her influence continues. Cline
recently topped Country Music
Television's 40 Greatest Women in
Country, a list selected by industry
insiders; and MCA plans to release
a tribute album this year with
diverse artists such as Norah Jones,
k.d. Lang, Natalie Cole, Diana
Kra11 and Terri Clark.
"They are timeless songs with
timeless arrangements sung in-a
timeless voice," said country singer
Bill Anderson, a friend and contemporary of Cline's at the Grand Ole
Opry. "They sound as new and as
fresh as when they first came out."
LeAnn Rimes, who drew comparisons to Cline for her 1996 hit
"Blue," a song written specifically
for Cline but which she never
recorded, said the late singer was
one of her earliest and strongest
influences.
"Her voice was so powerful and
amazing," Rimes said."You can
put her up against any artist now
and she would blow a lot of those
away. ... To come across a true
singer like that doesn't happen very
often."

Kentucky
National taking
place at MSU
The Kentucky National, a
juried exhibition featuring some
of the most interesting trends in
contemporary art, is currently On
display.
This exhibit is art from 24
artists; 12 from Kentucky, 12
from around the country. Juror
Julien Robson, curator of
Contemporary Art at the Speed
Art Museum, will present awards
for his favorite pieces.
An artists reception will be
March 7. from 7 - 9 p.m., while
the exhibition opens today and
runs through April 4 at the Eagle
Gallery.
week, Dick
Also this
Dougherty: Sabbatical Exhibition
is will on display. An artist's
reception will be March 7,6 - 7
p.m. featuring viewing music
composed specifically for this
exhibit by MSU'Music Professor
John Steffa.
An exhibition in the Eagle
Foyer Gallery will run through
April 1, plus a bonus exhibit —
Nicole Hand & Jim Bryant:
Recent Prints — will be held. An
artists reception will be March 8,
6 - 8 p.m. at the Mayfield Art
.
Guild
All exhibits are free and open
to the public.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(March,

see his biggest hit,"Lonesome 77203," top the charts.
"My mother and I went to the
airport to meet the plane," recalled
Kathy Hughes of Nashville, who
lost her father, Copas, and husband,
Hughes, in the crash. "When it didn't come in, I knew/something had
happened."
She kept calling friends through
the night to see if anyone had heard
anything. News of the wreck didn't
come to her until the next morning
when she heard it on the radio.
"To this day, no one has contacted me," she said. "The FAA called
to ask for information, but they
never called to say they were

Patsy Cline
Hundreds of tans gathered in the
western Tennessee town of Camden
last weekend to Celebrate Cline,
whom friends recalled as a bold,
plainspoken woman who loved to
laugh and addressed everyone as
"Hoss" or "Chief."
The event was less than 5 miles
from where the private plane carrying Cline and three others — manager and pilot Randy Hughes and
fellow Grand Ole Opry stars
Cowboy Copas and Hawkshaw
Hawkins — went down in a thunderstorm March 5, 1963, while
returning from a benefit in Kansas
City.
The crash stunned Nashville.
Hughes was a gifted musician and
entrepreneur; Copas was an Opry
veteran whose career had enjoyed a
resurgence with the 1960 hit
"Alabam"; and Hawkins was a
honky-tonk singer who never got to

Cline was only 30 when she
died. Her life was otie of hardship,
her career marked by stops and
starts.
Born near Winchester, Va., she
dropped out of school at 15 to support her family after her father
deserted them.
As a teenager she sang in juke
joints,amateur musicals and talent
shows. She signed her first recording contract in 1954 with Four Star
Records.
The association lasted six years
but was a source of frustration for
Cline, who claimed the label swindled her out of earnings and gave
her substandard material to record.
Her break came in 1957 when
she sang "Walkin' After Midnight"
on Arthur Godfrey's "Talent
Scouts" show. The song became a
hit on both country and pop charts.
But a long dry spell followed
,
and Cline sank into semi-retirement.
• "It seemed like every time Patsy
tried to stand up someone tried to
knock her back down," Anderson

said.
Desperate for money, she signed
with Decca in 1960 and agreed to
record "I Fall to Pieces," a tune
chosen for her by producer Owen
Bradley that featured backing by
the Jordanaires, best known for
their work with Elvis Presley.
The song was an early expression of the Nashville sound, which
incorporated lush arrangements
with strings and backing vocals to
expand country's appeal. It charted
both country and pop and revived
Cline's career.
Still, Cline, resisted the new
sound.
"Patsy fought him (Bradley)
every step of the way," recalled Jan
Howard, an 'Opry member and
friend of Cline's whose husband,
Harland Howard, co-wrote "I Fall
to Pieces.""She wanted fiddles and
steel guitars."
Cline survived a serious car
crash in 1961 and continued her
momentum with the Bradley-produced hits "Crazy" and "She's Got
You." Her posthumously released
singles "Leavin' on Your Mind"
and "Sweet Dreams" both made the
Top 10.
A popular 1985 movie,"Sweet
Dreams," with Jessica Lange and
the 1990s play "Always ... Patsy
Cline" helped keep her memory
alive, She was voted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame in
1973.
Cline's biggest contribution to
the genre was her ability to broaden
its audience and appeal to country
and non-country fans alike, said Jay
Orr, senior museum editor at the
Hall of Fame.
"She set a standard to which
country vocalists of both genders
aspire," he said.

Winter Concert to be performed
by MSU Symphony Orchestra
The Murray State University Symphony Orchestra
will present their first concert of the Spring Term on
Tuesday. March 11 at 8 pm in the Lovett Auditorium on
campus.
According to Dennis L. Johnson, the conductor of
the orchestra, the concert will feature some relatively
new ensembles in the department of music and a wide
array of composers and music.
"We are excited about this concert since it brings to
the audience a variety of ensembles and diverse programming." "It's somewhat of a different direction for
the orchestra but I believe it will be an entertaining and
enriching evening."
Opening the concert will be the MSU Trumpet
Ensemble under the direction of Robert Murray. Made
up entirely of trumpet performers from the studio of Dr.
Murray, the group is presently preparing for a national
competition sponsored by the International Trumpet
Guild.
"We have worked very hard in preparing this short
program and the opportunity to perform for an audience
prior to the competition will be invaluable," stated
Murray.
They will perform short works by Bonde, Plog and
Horton.
Next on the program will be the MSU String
Chamber ensemble. Directed by professor of violin and
viola, Dr. Frederick Ripley, this ensemble is dedicated

to investigating and performing the finest literature
composed for strings.
Their portion of the program will consist of G. F.
Handel's, "Concerto Grosso". This important work of
the early 18th century explores the imitation of two
groups of stringed instruments which was a popular
compositional device of that era.
The full Symphony Orchestra follows with a performance of Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov's stirring composition, "Procession of the Nobles" from his opera,
"Mlada". This great processional march has become a
standard in the repertoire and is a great showcase for
every section in the orchestra, especially trumpets and
tympani.
The symphony orchestra concludes the concert with
Antonin Dvorak's stunningly beautiful "Symphony No.
8".
Completed in 1889, the symphony is a masterwork
of traditional symphonic form combined with beloved
folk melodies from Dvorak's native Bohemia. This
symphony has never received the notoriety of the 9th
Symphony("New World") but nonetheless ranks as one
of Dvorak's greatest symphonic achievements.
"This has presented the orchestra with a major challenge, but they have responded well and truly enjoy
rehearsing and performing one of the all time classic
symphonies," stated Johnson.
The concert is free and the public is urged to attend.
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Page participates
in tour of JPDC
Graduating Murray High School
senior Amy Page, will be among the
dancers performing with The
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
Dance Outreach Tour 2003.
Despite. a broken leg, Page will
serve .as a featured narrator in the
dance company production of "The
Universe; Part 1," scheduled to premiere at the Alabama State High
School Theatre Conference.
Public performances in western
Kentucky are scheduled for Friday,
March 7, at 7 p.m. at the Market
House Theatre in Paducah, and
Saturday, March 8, at 1 p.m. at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Recital Hall at Murray State
University
Page has been a dancer with the
Jackson Purchase Dance since 1997.
During her tenure as a dancer, she
has performed in several productions including: "The Hobbit,"
"Alice in Wonderland," and JPDC
Fall Dancefest performances.
Following graduation, Page plans
to further her education at Harding
University majoring in Early
Childhood Education.
"Dance to me has been an output
of my thoughts and feelings. I don't
know what I would do with out the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company,"
states Page.

Art Guild accepting entries
for juried exhibition
. Murray Art Guild will accept entries for the juried exhibition,"VISUAL
EVIDENCE", on Tuesday, March II, and Wednesday, March 12, between
10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
The exhibition will "open" with a reception on Sunday, March 16, from
2- 4 p.m., partially underwritten by The Murray Bank. The community is
invited to attend. For information and entry forms call 753-4059.
On exhibit at the Murray Commerce Center through March 30, local
artists featured are: Cromwell Hauge, Emily Wolfson, Corinne Foster,
Debbie Jackson & Paul Lile. The Center is located at 805 N. 12th St.,
Murray.
The Murray Art Guild, located at 103 N. 6th St., is open Tuesday.
Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. and on Tuesday evenings from
7 to 9 p.m. or by appointment at 753-4059. Admission is free and artists
may be observed plying their talents.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Muir Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
We Service All Major Appliances

753-1586
112 East \lain St.• Murra. Kl

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
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She is the daughter of Gary and
Carolyn Page of Murray.
General Admission for "The
Universe; Part 1" is $5, children
under 5 are free.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is funded in part through a
grant • from the Kentucky Arts
Council, a state agency in the
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet, with support from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
All JPDC performances are held in
facilities that are handicap accessible.

MurrayArtGuild News

urger

Satisfy your curiosity
by reading the newspaper every day.

Amy Page

Pruning, Fertilizing & Spring Clean-Up

Whether your favorite subject is math or music. science orsocial Studies. you'll find something interesting in the newspaper. In fact, the paper is such a reliable Source for the information you Want, you can even use it as a homework and school
research tool.

Saturday, March 8 at 10 a.m.
*FREE Gift To All Attendees*
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-4

That's why were encouraging students to satisfy their need to
read during Newspaper in Education Week.
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Subscribe today and save big on
the area's best news source.

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave • Murray

270-753-1 916

Student
Subscription
12 weeks carrier delivery
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ONLY$20
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